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ABSTRACT

A system for a spatial-gesture user interface employing grammatical rules at gesture levels. Real-time spatial-gesture information measured by a spatial-gesture user interface is processed to at least a recognized sequence of specific gestures and that the sequence of gestures that the user’s execution of a gesture sequence has been completed. Many additional features are then provided from this foundation, including gesture grammars, structured-meaning gesture-lexicon, imposed interpretations, context, and gesture-rendering prosody. The invention can be used to provide very general spatial-gesture grammar user interface for touchscreens, high dimensional touch pad (HDTP), free-space camera, and other user interfaces. In an implementation, each individual gesture rendered by the user can be recognized according to the sequence of recognized gestures derived from information measured by a spatial-gesture user interface. In an implementation, various distinct subsets of gestures can be concatenated in space and time to construct a sequence of individual gestures.
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COPYRIGHT & TRADEMARK NOTICES

[0002] A portion of the disclosure of this patent document may contain material, which is subject to copyright protection. Certain marks referenced herein may be common law or registered trademarks of the applicant, the assignee or third parties affiliated or unaffiliated with the applicant or the assignee. Use of these marks is for providing an enabling disclosure by way of example and shall not be construed to exclusively limit the scope of the disclosed subject matter to material associated with such marks.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0003] The invention relates generally to the area of gesture-based user interfaces, and more specifically to the creation of grammars for gesture-based user interfaces, particularly in the context of touch-based user interfaces.

[0004] Opening Remarks

[0005] Until recent years the dominant form of Graphical User Interface (GUI) model for general-purpose computers has been (initially) the Direct Manipulation and Desktop Metaphor (see for example http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_manipulation), often attributed to B. Shneiderman in 1983 [1], and later their arguable descendent WIMP (“Window, Icon, Menu, Pointer/Pointing/Pull-Down/Pop-up”) GUI (see for example http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_graphical_user_interface and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WIMP_(computing)). Many additional user interface mechanisms have been explored, and many of these (for example, speech recognition) map directly into the Direct Manipulation and Desktop Metaphor paradigm. The pointing devices employed notably include not only the computer mouse but a number of surrogate forms emulating the mouse metaphor, namely various trackballs, keyboard-sticks, touch-screens, and touchpads (including the KoalaPad™ in 1984—see for example http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koala_Pad). These touch-based computer interfaces (touch-screens and touchpads) indeed operated as mere stand-in emulations of computer mouse functionality.

[0006] It is noted that, prior to computer touch-screens and touchpads various elevator, machine, and appliance controls from the 1950’s (and likely earlier) included touch-operated on/off switches, and various 1970’s music synthesizers included touch-keyboards and one-dimensional touch “ribbon controllers.”

[0007] Work on more sophisticated touch-based computer and control interfaces that accommodate and utilize touch-based gestures has a long history, some of it widely recognized (for example http://www.billbuxton.com/multi-touchOverview.html) and less well-known such as the High Dimensional Touch Pad (HTDP) technology represented for example by (1999 priority date) U.S. Pat. No. 6,570,078, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/761,978, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/418,605, and some at least two dozen other related pending patent applications. The most well-known work is that of Wayne Westerman and his thesis professor John Elias. The approach that work took to touch-based gestures has since been incorporated into a large number of Apple™ products, and subsequently widely adopted by large a number of other handheld, tablet, laptop, and other computing-based devices made by many product manufacturers.

[0008] Within this period of time there was a considerable amount of work and product relating to pen/stylus-based handwriting interfaces (see for example http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pen_computing), some including a few early gesture capabilities (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pen_computing/Gesture_recognition).

[0009] More recently video-camera-based free-space hand-gesture input have appeared, it is noted that (1999 priority date) U.S. Pat. No. 6,570,078 teaches use of a video camera as an input device to deliver HTDP capabilities extended to free-space hand-gesture input.

[0010] Although the widely adopted approach to gesture-based multi-touch user interfaces developed by Westerman and Apple has become pervasive and extends the WIMP GUI operations to include a number of allegedly “new” metaphor-based specialty operations (such as “swipe,” “stretch,” “pinch,” “rotate,” etc), that approach is hardly the last word in touch-based user interfaces. The HTDP approach to touch-based user interfaces, represented for example by represented for example by U.S. Pat. No. 6,570,078, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/761,978, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/418,605, provides a framework that includes or supports today’s widely adopted gesture-based multi-touch user interface features and further supports a wide range of additional capabilities which transcend and depart from today’s widely adopted gesture-based multi-touch user interfaces.

[0011] A first aspect of the HTDP approach includes the capability for deriving more than the two-dimensional "continuous-adjustment" user inputs than are provided by today’s widely adopted gesture-based multi-touch user interface "geometric location" operations (such as X-Y location, "flick" X-Y location-change velocity, "flick" X-Y location-change angle). For example the HTDP approach to touch-based user interfaces can provide additional "continuous-adjustment" user inputs such as:

[0012] Yaw-angle of a contacting finger, thumb, palm, wrist, etc.;

[0013] Roll-angle of a contacting finger, thumb, palm, wrist, etc.;

[0014] Pitch-angle of a contacting finger, thumb, palm, wrist, etc.;

[0015] Downward pressure of a contacting finger;
[0016] Spread angle between each pair of contacting finger(s), thumb, palm, wrist, etc.;
[0017] Differences in X location between each pair of contacting finger(s), thumb, palm, wrist, etc.;
[0018] Differences in Y location between each pair of contacting finger(s), thumb, palm, wrist, etc.;
[0019] Differences in downward pressure between each pair of contacting finger(s), thumb, palm, wrist, etc.;
[0020] Rates-of-change for the above.

[0021] These additional capabilities widely expand the number and types of gestural, geometric, and spatial-operation metaphors that can be provided by touch interfaces. Further, various types of conditional tests may be imposed on these additional ’continuous-adjustment’ inputs, permitting productions of and associations with symbols, domains, modalities, etc.

[0022] Today’s widely adopted gesture-based multi-touch user interfaces recognize the number of multiple-touch contacts with the touch interface surface. A second aspect of the HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces are additional ‘shape’ user input recognitions distinguishing among parts of the hand such as:

[0023] Finger-tip;
[0024] Finger-joint;
[0025] Flat-finger;
[0026] Thumb;
[0027] Cuff;
[0028] Wrist;
[0029] Palm;
[0030] Left-hand;
[0031] Right-hand.

[0032] Today’s widely adopted gesture-based multi-touch user interfaces recognize individual isolated gestures. A third aspect of the HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces can provide yet other additional features such as:

[0033] Compound touch gestures;
[0034] Attributes of individual component elements comprised by a gesture such as:

[0035] Order of individual component element rendering;
[0036] Relative location of individual component element rendering;
[0037] Embellishment in individual component element rendering (angle of rendering, initiating curve, terminating curve, intra-rendering curve, rates of rendering aspects, etc.);
[0038] Connected gestures;
[0039] Context-based interpretation/action/semantics;
[0040] Inheritance-based interpretation/action/semantics;
[0041] Syntactic grammars.

[0042] The present patent application, along with other associated co-pending U.S. patent cited herein, directs further attention to these topics, both in the context of HDTP technology as well as other user interface technologies including:

[0043] Simple touch user interface systems found in handheld devices, laptops, and other mobile devices
[0044] Video camera-based free-space gesture user interface systems

[0045] In the case of the HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces, these provide the basis for

[0046] (1) a dense, intermixed quantity-rich/symbol-rich/metaphor-rich information flux capable of significant human-machine information-transfer rates and
[0047] (2) an unprecedented range of natural gestural metaphor support.

[0048] The latter (1) and its synergy with the former (2) is especially noteworthy, emphasized the quote from the recent cover story in the February 2011 Communications of the ACM [2];

[0049] “Gestures are useful for computer interaction since they are the most primary and expressive form of human communication.”

[0050] The next-generation user interface work in academia, as well as in video games, however, is now directing attention to video-camera-based free-space gesture input, owing great debts to the pioneering experiential/installation/performance-art-oriented real-time video-based computer control work of Myron Kruger. These camera-based free-space gesture input user interfaces will be providing a range of possibilities comprising, at least tabula rasa, ranges and possibilities not unlike those provided by the HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces. (In fact (1999 priority date) U.S. Pat. No. 6,570,078, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/761,978 teach use of one or more video cameras as alternative input sensors to HDTP processing so as to respond to free-space hand gestures.)

[0051] However, it is not at this time clear whether the camera-based free-space gesture input user interface community will see these opportunities or simply incrementally adapt and build on WIMP frameworks, the Westernman/Apple approach, 3D extrapolations of desktops, etc. Additionally, these camera-based free-space gesture input user interface approaches have their own usage challenges (not the least of which including arm fatigue, input on/off detection (“Midas Touch problem”) and computation challenges if trying to adopt rich-semantic inputs (for example, recognitions of ASL and other sign languages remains computationally out or reach even well-funded research labs loaded with computers [2]).

[0052] It is believed this effort, in addition to the role it provides to contemporary touch interfaces and HDTP technology, could deliver potential utility to next-generation touch interfaces and provide a framework and an example perhaps of possible value to the camera-based free-space gesture input user interface community as the possibilities and opportunities for camera-based free-space gesture input user interface technology and its applications are explored, developed, and formalized.

SUMMARY OF INNOVATION

[0053] For purposes of summarizing, certain aspects, advantages, and novel features are described herein. Not all such advantages may be achieved in accordance with any one particular embodiment. Thus, the disclosed subject matter may be embodied or carried out in a manner that achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages without achieving all advantages as may be taught or suggested herein.

[0054] In an aspect of the invention, a method is provided for a multi-touch gesture-based user interface wherein a plurality of gestures are defined as functions of abstract space and time and further being primitive gesture segments that can be concatenated over time and space to construct
gestures. Various distinct subsets of the gestemes can be concatenated in space and time to construct a distinct gestures.

[0055] In another aspect of the invention, real-time multitouch gesture-based information provided by user interface is processed to at least a recognized sequence of specific gestemes and that the sequence of gestemes that the user’s execution a gesture has been completed.

[0056] In another aspect of the invention, the specific gesture rendered by the user is recognized according to the sequence of gestemes.

[0057] In another aspect of the invention, many additional features are provided from this foundation.

[0058] In another aspect of the invention, gesture grammars are provided.

[0059] In another aspect of the invention, structured-meaning gesture-lexicon frameworks are provided.

[0060] In another aspect of the invention, gesture context frameworks are provided.

[0061] In another aspect of the invention, the use of gesture prosody is provided.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0062] The above and other aspects, features and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent upon consideration of the following description of preferred embodiments taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

[0063] FIG. 1 depicts a representation of how the imposition of selected well-thought-through structures on computing hardware and software technologies has greatly facilitated the development of computing technology.

[0064] FIG. 2 depicts a representation of the tensions among maximizing the information rate of communication from the human to the machine, maximizing the cognitive ease in using the user interface arrangement, and maximizing the physical ease using the user interface arrangement.

[0065] FIG. 3 depicts a representation of example relationships of traditional writing, gesture, and speech with time, space, direct marks, and indirect action.

[0066] FIG. 4a and FIG. 4b (adapted from [3]) illustrates an example set of four primitive handwriting segment shapes that could be used as components for representation of cursive-style handwritten English-alphabet letters.

[0067] FIG. 5 (also adapted from [3]) illustrates an example decomposition of cursive-style handwritten English-alphabet letters in terms of the example set of eighteen primitive handwriting “graphemes” depicted in FIG. 4a.

[0068] FIG. 6 depicts a representation of a general user interface arrangement relevant to the present invention.

[0069] FIG. 7a through FIG. 7c depict representations of an example touch-based single-finger “finger-flick” gesture, wherein a finger makes physical contact begins in a first (initiating) location on a touch surface, and moves remaining in contact with the touch surface to a second (terminating) location roughly along a straight-line path within a predefined minimum interval of time.

[0070] FIG. 8a through FIG. 8c depict representations of an example touch-based single-finger hook-shaped gesture, wherein a finger makes physical contact begins in a first (initiating) location on a touch surface, and moves remaining in contact with the touch surface along hook-shaped path to a second (terminating) location within a predefined minimum interval of time.

[0071] FIG. 9 depicts an example signal-space representation of the single-finger “finger-flick” gesture represented by FIG. 7a through FIG. 7c, wherein a signal-space trajectory starts in a first (initiating) signal-space location and changes values to a second (terminating) signal-space location within a predefined minimum interval of time.

[0072] FIG. 10 depicts an example signal-space representation of the single-finger hook-shaped gesture represented by FIG. 8a through FIG. 8c, wherein a signal-space trajectory starts in a first (initiating) signal-space location and changes values to a second (terminating) signal-space location within a predefined minimum interval of time.

[0073] FIG. 11 depicts an example symbol generation arrangement for generating a sequence of symbols from (corrected, refined, raw, adapted, renormalized, etc.) real-time measured parameters values provided by other portions of an HDTP system.

[0074] FIG. 12 depicts a modification of the exemplary arrangement of FIG. 11 wherein symbol can be generated only under the control of a clock or sampling command, clock signal, event signal, or other symbol generation command.

[0075] FIG. 13, adapted from U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/418,605, depicts a representation of an example symbol generation arrangement.

[0076] FIG. 14 depicts such a conditional test for a single parameter or rate value q in terms of a mathematical graph, separating the full range of q into three distinct regions.

[0077] FIG. 15a and FIG. 15b depict a representation of a conditional test for a two values (parameter and/or rate) in terms of a mathematical graph, separating the full range of each of the two values into three regions.

[0078] FIG. 16a and FIG. 16b depict a representation of a conditional test for a two values (parameter and/or rate) in terms of a mathematical graph, separating the full range of each of the three values into three regions.

[0079] FIG. 17 a representation of an intrinsic metaphor applied to a touch sensor that senses touch attributes, and these being directed to an imposed metaphor causing an application response to be invoked on an associated application.

[0080] FIG. 18 depicts a representation of a sequence of symbols can be directed to a state machine so as to produce other symbols that serve as interpretations of one or more possible symbol sequences.

[0081] FIG. 19 depicts a representation of a variation on FIG. 18 wherein one or more symbols may be designated the meaning of an “Enter” key, permitting for sampling one or more varying parameter, rate, and/or symbol values and holding the value(s) until, for example, another “Enter” event, thus producing sustained values.

[0082] FIG. 20 depicts a representation of further processing opportunities supporting a full range of postures, gestures, real-time parameter extractions, and information needed for implementations of gesture grammars.

[0083] FIG. 21 and FIG. 22 depict representations of one or more symbols may be designated as setting a context for interpretation or operation and thus control mapping and/or assignment operations on parameter, rate, and/or symbol values, and further depict representations of context-oriented and context-free production of parameter, rate, and symbol values.
FIG. 23 depicts an example representation of a predefined gesture comprised by a specific sequence of three other gestures.

FIG. 24 depicts an example representation of a predefined gesture comprised by a sequence of five recognized gestures.

FIG. 25 depicts a representation of a layered and multiple-channel metaphor wherein the {x,y} location coordinates represent the location of a first point in a first geometric plane, and the {roll,pitch} angle coordinates are viewed as determining a second independently adjusted point on a second geometric plane.

FIG. 26 depicts a representation of the relations between gesture affixes and interrupted gesture executions. Interrupted gestures can also be more broadly supported by the present invention so as address covering non-affix cases.

FIG. 27a through FIG. 27d depict an example representation of the execution of a first example predefined gesture that is begun (FIG. 27a) and interrupted (FIG. 27b and FIG. 27c), the full execution of an example second predefined gesture (FIG. 27d, FIG. 27e, FIG. 27f, and FIG. 27g), and the resumed and completed execution of the first predefined gesture (FIG. 27h, FIG. 27i, and FIG. 27j).

FIG. 28a through FIG. 28d depict a variation on the example of FIG. 27a through FIG. 27d wherein the lift-off events depicted by FIG. 27c, FIG. 27g, and FIG. 27j are replaced with the pause events depicted in FIG. 28c with FIG. 28a, FIG. 28g with FIG. 28h, and in FIG. 28j.

FIG. 29a through FIG. 29c depict a variation on the example of FIG. 27a through FIG. 27d wherein the lift-off events associated FIG. 27c, FIG. 27g, and FIG. 27j are omitted altogether and semantic restrictions on gesture sequences can be used to signify the completion of the second gesture and the prompt for the completion of the first gesture.

FIG. 30 depicts a representation of some correspondences among gestures, gestemes, and the abstract linguistic concepts of morphemes, words, and sentences.

FIG. 31a through FIG. 31b depict representations of finer detail useful in employing additional aspects of traditional linguistics such as noun phrases, verb phrases, and clauses as is useful for grammatical structure, analysis, and semantic interpretation.

FIG. 32a through FIG. 32d and FIG. 33a through FIG. 33d depict representations of sequentially-layered execution of tactile gestures can be used to keep a context throughout a sequence of gestures.

FIG. 34 depicts a representation of an example syntactic and/or semantic hierarchy integrating the concepts developed thus far.

FIG. 35 depicts a representation of an example of two or more alternative gesture sequence expressions to convey the same meaning.

FIG. 36 depicts a representation of an example of a Unix™ Pipe standard-input/standard-output chain.

FIG. 37 depicts a representation of an example using intra-gesture prosody as a means of implementing both pipes and other associations and/or data flow connections.

FIG. 38 depicts a composite view of some of the key the information flows supported by the construction provided thus far.

FIG. 39a though FIG. 39c depict representations of aspects of a very simple example grammar that can be used for rapid control of CAD or drawing software.

FIG. 40 depicts how the simple example grammar can be used to control a CAD or drawing program.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the following description, reference is made to the accompanying drawing figures which form a part hereof, and which show by way of illustration specific embodiments of the invention. It is to be understood by those of ordinary skill in this technological field that other embodiments may be utilized, and structural, electrical, as well as procedural changes may be made without departing from the scope of the present invention.

In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth to provide a thorough description of various embodiments. Certain embodiments may be practiced without these specific details or with some variations in detail. In some instances, certain features are described in less detail so as not to obscure other aspects. The level of detail associated with each of the elements or features should not be construed to qualify the novelty or importance of one feature over the others.

1. Goal of Applicable and Enabling Structure

The imposing of a structure can be confining or empowering (and is usually to some extent both). For example, a large collection of digital logic chips and analog electronic components can be used in unsophisticated ways to create a large number of scattered devices or projects delivering dispersed and perhaps immense squandering of resource, time, and opportunity. An example of a more sophisticated use of the large collection of digital logic chips and analog electronic components can be to assemble a particular large-scale high-performance dedicated-purpose device (for example, a video processor such as a hardware code). The utility of the resulting device could be limited by any number of aspects, including being unable to include or work with new innovations, the fickle evolution of video compression standards and use of video communications by the user, etc. Another example of a more sophisticated use of the large collection of digital logic chips and analog electronic components, however, is the creation of a general-purpose computing platform that could be used for a wide range of software and thus supporting a large number of valuable applications and able to maintain relevance over a range of evolutionary approaches.

In the case of computing hardware and software technologies, the imposition of selected well-thought-through structures has greatly facilitated the development of computing technology. As described in FIG. 1:

A widely ranging collection of hardware technology components were advantageously structured to create computer platforms providing structured environment for executing algorithm instructions.

A widely ranging collection of algorithm instructions were advantageously structured to create operating system platforms providing structured environment for executing software.

A widely ranging collection of operating system components were advantageously structured to create language platforms providing structure environment for implementing software technologies.
A widely ranging collection of software technology components were advantageously structured to create programming paradigms providing structured environment for implementing application programs.

If the selected structures were not well-thought-through or not available at all, it would have been essentially impossible for computing hardware and software technologies to have progressed to the level that they have.

It is the latter example of imposing selected well-thought-through structures that is the goal of the proposed lexicon and grammar construction and formalism for gestures—sought is a conceptual, software, and technical ‘platform’ for tactile user interface lexicon and grammar frameworks that could be used for a wide range of configurations and thus supporting a large number of valuable applications and able to maintain relevance over a range of evolutionary approaches. That is, in the analogy, sought is a structure imposed on the analogous large collection of digital logic chips and analog electronic components (analogous to the capabilities of touch interfaces, particularly the HDTP approach to them) to build an analogous flexible general-purpose computer (analogous to the construction of formalisms for tactile user interface lexicon and grammar frameworks) that supports a large number of valuable applications and able to maintain relevance over a range of evolutionary approaches. One cannot have a flexible general-purpose computer without imposing structure on the collection of components, or by imposing an unsophisticated, overly-limiting or overly-specialized structure on the collection of components.

Ultimately the goal of command user interface arrangement is to balance the tensions among maximizing the information rate of communication from the human to the machine, maximizing the cognitive ease in using the user interface arrangement, and maximizing the physical ease using the user interface arrangement. These three goals are not always in strict opposition but typically involve some differences hence resulting in tradeoffs as suggested in FIG. 2.

Adoptions and adaptations of effective preceding approaches, leaving behind what is not relevant and adding new things where advantageous, is exactly the process Thomas Kuhn spelled out in his work on the structure of scientific revolutions—the approach presented here shall draw from known user interfaces, traditional linguistics, temporal logic, and other established thought in synergistic leverage to the additionally formalize the range and engineering of the capabilities provided by the example of the HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces. To begin, some adoptions and adaptations of traditional linguistics are employed. At a high level the goal is to achieve a high-performance user interface leveraging inherent, intuitive, and metaphorical aspects of language, so seeking utility from within selected aspects of traditional linguistics theory.

2. Use of a Linguistics Framework

There are a number of more detailed reasons to engage the framework of traditional linguistics, among these including that many of the concepts have already been worked out, widely-accepted terminologies have already been established, and these concepts and terms provide a basis for drawing on the expertise of contemporarily linguists. Further, traditional generative linguistics programs, for example those influenced by Chomsky, Jackendoff, and many notable others appeal to a theme of there being a set of underlying human language capabilities which can be approached and approximated by various models (Extended Standard Theory, Y-Shape Models, Principles and Parameters, Government and Binding, etc.). Additionally, the goals sought by the charters of Natural Language and Universal Grammar offer additional resources, and numerous other formalisms (such as that of morphemes, syntactic structure, lexicon, writing systems, etc.; even phonetics) provide a good setting and collection of resources from which to begin this project. In particular, as an initial foundation, the follow notions will be employed (quick references to wiki summaries are provided):

Morphemes—http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morpheme;
Language morphology frameworks using morphemes—http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphology_ (linguistics);
Analytic language,
Agglutinative language,
Fusion language,
Polythetic language;
Phonetic onomatopoeia (by analogy)—http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Onomatopoeia;
Logography—http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logography;
Clitics (particular endoclitics)—http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clitic;
Lexicon—http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lexicon;
Prosody—http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prosody_(linguistics);
Syntactic analysis/parsing—http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parsing;
Lexical categories—http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lexical_category;
Phrases, clauses, and sentences;
Context.

However, the capabilities of touch interfaces, at least as provide by the HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces, can include features involving other types of formalisms, for example:

adaptations of temporal logic (as will be explained);
standard-input/standard-output;
multi-threaded/parallelism.

So with this foreground preparation in place, the construction of formalisms for tactile user interface lexicon and grammar frameworks will begin.

3. Gesture Structure, Constituents, Execution, and Machine Acquisition

A tactile gesture is a bit like traditional writing in some ways and differs from writing in other ways. Like traditional writing a tactile gesture involves actions of user-initiated contact with a surface and is rendered over a
(potentially reusable) region of physical surface area. The term “execution” will be used to denote the rendering of a tactile gesture by a user via touch actions made on a touch interface surface.

[0142] In various implementations the execution of a tactile gesture by a user may (like traditional writing) or may not (unlike writing) be echoed by visible indication (for example a direct mark on the screen). In various implementations the symbol execution of a tactile gesture by a user may comprise spatially isolated areas of execution (in analogy with the drawing of block letters in traditional writing) or may comprise spatially isolated areas of symbol execution (in analogy with the drawing of sequences of cursive or other curve-connected/line-connected letters in traditional writing).

[0143] However, unlike traditional writing, a tactile gesture can include provisions to capture temporal aspects of its execution (for example the speed in which it is enacted, the order in which touch motions comprising the gesture are made, etc.). Also unlike traditional writing, the result of a tactile gesture can include a visually-apparent indirect action displayed on a screen responsive to a meaning or metaphor associated with the tactile gesture. In a way, these aspects are a bit like speech or a speech interface to a computer—time is used rather than space for the rendering/execution, and the (visual) response (of a machine) can be one of an associated meaning.

[0144] FIG. 3 illustrates these example relationships of traditional writing, gesture, and speech with time, space, direct marks, and indirect action. Of course it is likely possible to construct or envision possible speech and writing systems that defy, extend, or transcend the relationships depicted in FIG. 2, but for the moment with no or limited thinking intended these will, at least for now, be regarded as fringe cases with respect to the gesture lexicon and graphics framework presented herein.

[0145] 3.1 Phoneme, Grapheme, “Gesteme”

[0146] Like traditional writing and speech, tactile gestures can be comprised of one or more constituent “atomic” elements. In the formal linguistics of speech, these constituent “atomic” elements are known as phonemes. In the formal linguistics of traditional writing, the constituent “atomic” elements are termed graphemes (see for example http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grapheme).

[0147] Accordingly, in this construction the one or more constituent “atomic” elements of gestures will be called “gestemes;” examples include isolated stroke lines, isolated curves, etc. For example, a gesture that is spatially rendered by tracing out an “X” or “+” on a touch surface would (at least most naturally) comprise an action comprising two stroke lines. Gesteme-based gesture structuring, recognition, processing are further treated in co-pending U.S. Patent Application 61/567,626.

[0148] In traditional (at least Western) writing, the order in which such strokes are rendered by the user, the time it takes to render each stroke (“gesteme”), and the time between making the two strokes, and anything else that is done in a different spatial area (such as drawing another letter) between making the two strokes are all immaterial as the information is conveyed by the completed “X” or “+” marking left behind after the execution. The HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces, however, allows for use of:

- [0149] the time it takes to render each gesteme;
- [0150] the time between rendering a pair of gestemes;
- [0151] anything else that is done in a different spatial area (such as the drawing of another symbol) between rendering a pair of gestemes.

[0152] 3.1.1 Relating Gestemes to Example “Graphemes” for Representing Cursive-Style Handwritten English-Alphabet Letters

[0153] As discussed above in conjunction with FIG. 3, gestures have some attributes that are similar to speech and other attributed that are similar to writing. Thus it would be expected that gestemes would have some attributes of graphemes.

[0154] Although there are other references to draw from regarding graphemes, FIG. 4a, adapted from a 1961 paper by M. Eden [3], illustrates an example set of four primitive handwriting segment shapes that could be used as components for representation of cursive-style handwritten English-alphabet letters. FIG. 4b, also adapted from [3], illustrates an example an example set of eighteen primitive handwriting “graphemes” created from various translations and mirror-symmetry transformations of the example set of four primitive handwriting segment shapes depicted in FIG. 4a.

[0155] FIG. 5, also adapted from [3], illustrates an example decomposition of cursive-style handwritten English-alphabet letters in terms of the example set of eighteen primitive handwriting “graphemes” depicted in FIG. 4a. In this example (Eden) system, the simultaneous presence of specific combinations of the eighteen primitive handwriting “graphemes” signifies a specific cursive-style handwritten English-alphabet letter.

[0156] FIG. 3 illustrates an example comparison of gestures with writing and speech. Speech is rendered over time while writing is rendered over space. Gestures have aspects of both writing and speech, for example being rendered over space and over time. In relating this to the example provided in FIG. 5, the example (Eden) system employs simple combinational logic operations of the truth-values of the presence of the graphemes of FIG. 4b. In general (and in contrast), a gesture will replace the simple combinational logic operations on the presence of specific graphemes used in writing with more complex “temporal logic” operations on the presence of specific graphemes. However, the temporal aspect of a rendered gesture can rightfully be included in the structure of primitive elements of gestures, as considered below and elsewhere herein.

[0157] 3.1.2 Relating Gestemes to Phonemes: Gesteme Delineation within a Gesture

[0158] As discussed above in conjunction with FIG. 3, gestures have some attributes that are similar to speech and other attributed that are similar to writing. Thus it would be expected that gestemes would have some attributes of phonemes.

[0159] The following analogies with the traditionally considered phonemes of spoken language can provide useful perspective on defining gesteme delineation within a gesture.

[0160] First, in analogously relating a gesteme to a phoneme comprising beginning an ending consonants surrounding a (mono)vowel, diphthong, or more general form of gliding vowel:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant-Envelope Phoneme</th>
<th>Gesteme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Starting consonant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal (mono)vowel, diphthong, or gliding vowel</td>
<td>Dynamic activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Ending consonant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ending motion and/or position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0161] Second, in analogously relating a gesteme to a phoneme comprising a beginning consonant followed by a (mono)vowel, diphthong, or more general form of gliding vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant-Leading Phoneme</th>
<th>Gesteme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Starting consonant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal (mono)vowel, diphthong, or gliding vowel</td>
<td>Dynamic activity further comprising the ending motion and/or position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Ending consonant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ending motion and/or position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0162] Third, in analogously relating a gesteme to a phoneme comprising a (mono)vowel, diphthong, or more general form of gliding vowel followed by an ending consonant:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant-Concluding Phoneme</th>
<th>Gesteme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start and Internal (mono)vowel, diphthong, or gliding vowel</td>
<td>Starting motion and/or position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Ending consonant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ending motion and/or position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0163] Forth, in analogously relating a gesteme to a phoneme comprising only a (mono)vowel, diphthong, or more general form of gliding vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant-Free Phoneme</th>
<th>Gesteme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start and Internal (mono)vowel, diphthong, or gliding vowel</td>
<td>Starting motion and position also comprising continuing dynamic activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0164] Of these four analogies, the first or fourth would typically provide an adequate framework for general use.

[0165] 3.2 Gestures

[0166] In the construction of the formalism, a gesture may be equated to the role of a word or word group or compound work acting as a word. This approach will be used for the moment, but with the incorporation of additional aspects of gesture rendering the linguistic domain and linguistic function of a gesture can be expanded to include entire multi-element noun phrases, verb phrases, etc. (as will be considered in later sections of this document pertaining to grammar).

[0167] 3.2.1 Gesture Composition from Gestemes

[0168] The HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces also allows for a single gesteme to be used as a gesture. However, the HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces more commonly allows for the concatenation of two or more gestemes to be sequentially rendered (within the delimiters of a gesture) to form a gesture.

[0169] In some cases, gestemes may be defined in such a way that natural joining is readily possible for all, most, or some combinations of consecutive pairs of gestemes. In some cases, some form of shortening or bridging may be used to introduce economy or provide feasibility in the joining pairs of consecutive gestemes.

[0170] 3.1.4 Gesteme Sequencing within the Rendering of a Gesture

[0171] The HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces also allows for there to be additional content to be imposed into/onto the individual gestumes used to render even such simple "X" or "Z" gestures. For example:

[0172] The order in which the user renders the two strokes can be ignored, or could instead be used to convey meaning, function, association, etc.;

[0173] The absolute or relative time the user takes to render each stroke can be ignored, or could instead be used to convey a quantity, meaning, function, association, etc.;

[0174] The absolute or relative time the user takes between the rendering of each stroke can be ignored, or could instead be used to convey a quantity, meaning, function, association, etc.;

[0175] An action (for example, a tactile action) taken by the user between the rendering of each stroke can be ignored, or could instead be used to convey a quantity, meaning, function, association, etc.

[0176] The temporal aspects involved in each of the above examples brings in the need for an adapted temporal logic aspect to formalisms for tactile user interface lexicon and grammar frameworks should these temporal aspects be incorporated. Depending upon the usage, the temporal logic aspect framework would be used to either distinguish or neglect the rendering order of individual gestemes comprising a gesture.

[0177] 3.2.2 Delimiters for Individual Gestures

[0178] In the rendering of speech, delimiting between individual words is performed through use of one or more of the following:

[0179] Prosody:

[0180] Temporal pause;

[0181] Changes in rhythm;

[0182] Changes in stress;

[0183] Changes in intonation.

[0184] Lexigraphics (an individual word is unambiguously recognized, and the recognition event invokes a delineating demarcation between the recognized word and the next word to follow).

[0185] In the rendering of traditional writing, delimiting between individual words is performed via gaps (blank spaces roughly the space of a character).

[0186] The HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces provides for delimiting between individual temporal tactile gestures via at least these mechanisms:

[0187] Time separation between individual tactile gestures;

[0188] Distance separation between individual tactile gestures;

[0189] For joined strings of individual tactile gestures:

[0190] Temporal pause separation;

[0191] Logographically separation;

[0192] Lexigraphically separation (an individual tactile gesture is unambiguously recognized, and the recognition event invokes a delineating demarcation between the recognized tactile gesture and the next tactile gesture to follow);
Special ending or starting attribute to gestures;
Special delimiting or entry-action gesture(s)—for example lift-off, tap with another finger, etc.

3.2.3 “Intra-Gesture Prosody”

Additionally, because of the temporal aspects of gestures and the gestemes they comprise, aspects of gesture rendering over time can be modulated as they often are in speech, and thus gestures also admit a chance for formal linguistic “prosody” to be imposed on gestures for conveyance of additional levels of meaning or representations of a parameter value. Intra-gesture and Inter-gesture prosody are further treated in co-pending U.S. Patent Application 61/567,626.

The HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces allows for there to be yet other additional content to be imposed in such simple “X” or “+” gestures. For example:

At least one contact angle (yaw, roll, pitch) of the finger(s) used to render each of the strokes of the “X” or “+” gesture;

How many fingers used to render each of the strokes of the “X” or “+” gesture;

Embellishment in individual component element rendering (angle of rendering, initiating curve, terminating curve, intra-rendering curve, rates of rendering aspects, etc.);

Variations in the relative location of individual component element rendering;

What part(s) of the finger or hand used to render each of the strokes of the “X” or “+” gesture;

Changes in one or more of the above over time.

A ‘natural’ potential name for at least some of these could be “intra-gestural prosody.” This term could be extended to include the entire list, or another term could be forum

3.3 Summarizing Comparative View

The table below comparatively summarizes selected aspects the constructs made thus far for gestures in relation to the corresponding attributes in established phonetic and orthographic linguistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Written Word</th>
<th>Gesture</th>
<th>Spoken Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primitive</td>
<td>graphic</td>
<td>phoneme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element</td>
<td>“gesteme”</td>
<td>prosody/lexicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delimiters</td>
<td>gaps and punctuation</td>
<td>prosody/lexicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serializing</td>
<td>space</td>
<td>time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>feedback marking</td>
<td>direct marking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and/or indirect action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Relations to Earlier Pen-Based Interfaces and Handwriting Recognition

In that gestures involve time-varying touch actions (typically executed with a finger), it is also appropriate to consider relations between touch-based gestures and earlier efforts directed to pen-based interfaces and real-time handwriting recognition (typically executed with a stylus). An early (1961) example of an effort directed to handwriting recognition is that of Eden [3] which will be considered later.

4. Gesture Executions and their Renderings in Measured Signal Space

FIG. 6 depicts a representation of a general user interface arrangement relevant to the present invention. Physical executions of gestures by a user are observed through a sensing process by a sensor. The sensor and its electrical interface provide raw signals (analog, digital, byte streams, image frames, etc.) to software elements, likely including software drivers (not shown) and measurement software algorithms. The measurement software algorithms produce measured signals (which can also be viewed and referred to as “measurement signals,” “measured values,” “measurement values”) that are made available for subsequent processing and for use by applications. The measured signals (or “measurement signals,” “measured values,” and “measurement values”) are also presented to calculation software algorithms. The calculation software algorithms produce calculated signals (which can also be viewed and referred to as “calculated values”) that are made available for subsequent processing and for use by applications.

As taught in U.S. Pat. No. 6,570,078 and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/761,978:

A touch posture can be viewed as a recognized tactile image pattern (for example as measured by a touch sensor).

A touch gesture can be viewed as a time-varying tactile image pattern with recognized dynamic changes over time (such as a finger flick, single-finger double-tap, etc.).

It is also noted that U.S. Pat. No. 6,570,078 and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/761,978 extend these notions from touch sensors to include gestures rendered as verbal hand signals (for example as measured by a video camera) as well as, for example, facial expressions and lip movements.

In a general view, then:

From the user experience viewpoint, a gesture is rendered by a user as a time-varying pattern or trajectory of movement in the physical space measured or observed by the user interface sensor.

From the machine viewpoint, a gesture as measured by an associated sensor can be represented as a time-varying pattern or trajectory in a measured signal space.

For example, a touch-based finger flick, wherein a finger contact starts in a first (initiating) measured location on a touch surface, and subsequently moves remaining in contact with the touch surface to a second (terminating) measured location within a predefined minimum interval of time, creates a corresponding trajectory in measured signal space.

Further as to this example, FIG. 7a through FIG. 7c depict representations of an example touch-based single-finger “finger-flick” gesture, wherein a finger makes physical contact begins in a first (initiating) location on a touch surface, and moves remaining in contact with the touch surface to a second (terminating) location roughly along a straight-line path within a predefined minimum interval of time.

As another example, FIG. 8a through FIG. 8c depict representations of an example touch-based single-finger hook-shaped gesture, wherein a finger makes physical contact begins in a first (initiating) location on a touch surface, and moves remaining in contact with the touch surface along hook-shaped path to a second (terminating) location within a predefined minimum interval of time.

3.4 Relations to Earlier Pen-Based Interfaces and Handwriting Recognition

In that gestures involve time-varying touch actions (typically executed with a finger), it is also appropriate to consider relations between touch-based gestures and earlier efforts directed to pen-based interfaces and real-time handwriting recognition (typically executed with a stylus). An early (1961) example of an effort directed to handwriting recognition is that of Eden [3] which will be considered later.

4. Gesture Executions and their Renderings in Measured Signal Space

FIG. 6 depicts a representation of a general user interface arrangement relevant to the present invention. Physical executions of gestures by a user are observed through a sensing process by a sensor. The sensor and its electrical interface provide raw signals (analog, digital, byte streams, image frames, etc.) to software elements, likely including software drivers (not shown) and measurement software algorithms. The measurement software algorithms produce measured signals (which can also be viewed and referred to as “measurement signals,” “measured values,” “measurement values”) that are made available for subsequent processing and for use by applications. The measured signals (or “measurement signals,” “measured values,” and “measurement values”) are also presented to calculation software algorithms. The calculation software algorithms produce calculated signals (which can also be viewed and referred to as “calculated values”) that are made available for subsequent processing and for use by applications.

As taught in U.S. Pat. No. 6,570,078 and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/761,978:

A touch posture can be viewed as a recognized tactile image pattern (for example as measured by a touch sensor).

A touch gesture can be viewed as a time-varying tactile image pattern with recognized dynamic changes over time (such as a finger flick, single-finger double-tap, etc.).

It is also noted that U.S. Pat. No. 6,570,078 and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/761,978 extend these notions from touch sensors to include gestures rendered as verbal hand signals (for example as measured by a video camera) as well as, for example, facial expressions and lip movements.
FIG. 9 depicts an example signal-space representation of the single-finger “finger-flick” gesture represented by FIG. 7a through FIG. 7c, wherein a signal-space trajectory starts in a first (initiating) signal-space location and changes values to a second (terminating) signal-space location within a predefined minimum interval of time. Similarly, FIG. 10 depicts an example signal-space representation of the single-finger hook-shaped gesture represented by FIG. 8a through FIG. 8c, wherein a signal-space trajectory starts in a first (initiating) signal-space location and changes values to a second (terminating) signal-space location within a predefined minimum interval of time.

The concepts of represented in FIG. 7a through FIG. 7c, FIG. 8a through FIG. 8c, FIG. 9, and FIG. 10, are purely simple representative examples readily more generally extended to comprise more dimensions, parameters, and/or other types of measurements or values calculated from measured values for arbitrary sensors, gesture actions, and signal spaces. Accordingly, the invention is hardly limited to the examples represented in FIG. 1a through FIG. 1c, FIG. 8a through FIG. 8c, FIG. 9, and FIG. 10. As one example extension, the signal-space can be expanded to include rates of change (such as velocity and/or acceleration) of calculated from measured values. As another example extension, an HDTCP or other high-dimensional gesture user interface arrangement such as those taught in U.S. Pat. No. 6,570,078, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/761,978, and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/418,605, can be used as a user interface paradigm. Such arrangements expand and/or alter the number and/or type of measurements or values calculated from measured values for more arbitrary types of sensors, gesture actions, and signal spaces.

As taught in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/418,605, one or more measured or calculated values and/or the rate of change over time of one or more of these measured or calculated values can be individually, in combination, or within a numerical computation, submitted to one or more threshold tests, wherein the outcomes of the threshold tests can be treated as symbols. Accordingly, in a simple implementation, symbols thus created by threshold tests that do not comprise threshold tests on rates of change can be viewed as postures, while symbols created by threshold tests that do comprise threshold tests on rates of change can be viewed as gestures. In more sophisticated implementations, symbols created by threshold tests that comprise threshold tests requiring rates of change to be higher than a reference value can be viewed as gestures, while symbols created by threshold tests that comprise threshold tests requiring rates of change to be lower than a (same of different) reference value can be viewed as postures. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/418,605 also teaches that the threshold tests can comprise those wherein the velocity or acceleration of a measured value or calculated value exceeded a specified reference value. Additionally, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/418,605 also teaches the generation of symbols by shape recognition functions, and that one or both of threshold tests and shape recognition can be adapted to generate more than one symbol at a time (for example, several conditions may be satisfied at the same moment).

Alternatively, a symbol is determined by the outcome of a vector quantizer applied to one or more measured or calculated value(s) responsive to a user interface sensor. Alternatively, a symbol is determined by the outcome of a matched filter applied to one or more measured or calculated value(s) responsive to a user interface sensor. In general, each individual gesture comprises some sort of gesture-beginning and corresponding gesture-end. For example, in an embodiment a gesture-beginning can be defined as the event of the beginning of measured contact with a touch sensor for a contiguous interval of time and the corresponding gesture-end can be defined as the event of the ending of measured contact with a touch sensor for that contiguous interval of time. As another example, in an embodiment a gesture-beginning can be defined as the event of the rate of change of at least one measured and calculated value exceeding a reference value and the corresponding gesture-end can be defined as the event of the rate of change of at least one measured or calculated value dropping below a (same or different) reference value. As yet another example, aspects of the two preceding embodiments can be logically combined, for example using a logic operation (such as “AND” or “OR”) on measured contact events and rate of change events. As yet another example, in an embodiment a gesture-beginning can be defined as the event of generation of a designated symbol and the corresponding gesture-end can be defined as the event of generation of a (same or different) designated symbol. As yet another example, aspects of the last embodiment and first two preceding embodiments can be logically combined, for example using a logic operation (such as “AND” or “OR”) on two or more measured contact events, rate of change events, and symbol generation events.

5. Example Signal Spaces, Symbol Generation, and Parameter Generation in Simple and High-Dimensional User Interfaces

FIG. 11 depicts an example symbol generation arrangement for generating a sequence of symbols from (corrected, refined, raw, adapted, renormalized, etc.) real-time measured parameters values provided by other portions of an HDTCP system. Referring to FIG. 11, one or more (here all are shown) of (corrected, refined, raw, adapted, renormalized, etc.) real-time measured values and/or calculated values of HDTCP parameters associated with a tactile sensor blob or collection of blobs (here these are represented by the set of measured values and/or calculated values of finger posture parameters \{x, y, p, □, □, □\} (these corresponding respectively to left-right, forward-back, downward pressure/displacement, roll angle, pitch angle, and yaw angle of the finger with respect to the touch sensor surface) are differentiated, numerically differentiated, etc. with respect to earlier values so as to determine the rate of change (shown here per time step although this could be per unit time, a specified number of time steps, etc.).

Further details of HDTCP output parameters responsive, for example, to touch by the human hand is provided in at least the following co-pending patent applications:

U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/724,413;
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/038,572;
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/080,512;
U.S. Patent Application 61/506;
U.S. Patent Application 61/567,628;
U.S. Patent Application 61/522,239;
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/093,834.

Alternatively, or in other types of user interface arrangements, a greater or lesser number and/or alternate collection of parameters can be used.

Alternatively, a symbol is determined by the outcome of a vector quantizer applied to one or more measured or calculated value(s) responsive to a user interface sensor.
Both the real-time measured values of HDTP output parameters and one or more rate of change outputs are provided to a plurality of conditional tests. In one implementation or mode of operation, none of these conditions from the plurality of conditional tests overlap. In other implementations or modes of operation, at least two of the conditions from the plurality of conditional tests overlap.

Additionally, the invention provides for conditions that are equivalent to the union, intersection, negation, or more complex logical operations on simpler conditional tests. For example, a conditional test comprising an absolute value of a variable can be implemented as a logical operation of simpler conditional test. Note this is equivalent to allowing a symbol to be associated with the outcome of a plurality of tests, also provided for by the invention in more general terms.

In the example implementation depicted in FIG. 11, each time a condition is met a symbol corresponding to that condition is generated as an output. Note that in principle more than one symbol can be generated at a time.

In some implementations (for example, if none of the conditions overlap) at most one symbol can be generated at any given moment. The symbol can be represented by a parallel or serial digital signal, a parallel or serial analog signal, a number, an ASCII character, a combination of these, or other representation. In some implementations the symbol is generated when the condition is first met. In other implementations, the symbol is maintained as a state throughout the time that the condition is met. Note that it is possible in some implementations for no symbol to be generated (for example in some implementations if no conditions have been met, or in some implementations if conditional test outcomes have not changed since an earlier symbol was generated, etc.).

In other implementations, a symbol can be generated only under the control of a clock or sampling command, clock signal, event signal, or other symbol generation command. FIG. 12 depicts a modification of the exemplary arrangement of FIG. 11 wherein symbol can be generated only under the control of a clock or sampling command, clock signal, event signal, or other symbol generation command.

In some implementations or modes of operation, some symbols are generated by the approach depicted in FIG. 11 while other symbols are generated by the approach depicted in FIG. 12. Either of these arrangements used individually or both arrangements used together are in accordance with the general exemplary arrangement depicted in FIG. 13, adapted from U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/418,605.

Further details of HDTP concepts and implementation examples for delimiters and symbols that are responsive, for example, to touch by the human hand is provided in at least the following co-pending patent applications:

U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/180,512;
U.S. Patent Application 61/506,096;
U.S. Patent Application 61/567,626;
U.S. Patent Application 61/522,239;
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/093,834;

It is anticipated that other arrangements for generation of symbols from (corrected, refined, raw, adapted, renormalized, etc.) real-time measured parameters values provided by other portions of a user interface system.

As a very simple yet representative example of symbol generation, assume a particular parameter or rate value, denoted here as “q” is tested (as part of a more complex conditional tests, as stand alone conditional tests, etc.) is tested for three conditions:

\[ q \leq Q_s \]  

CASE 1:

\[ Q_s < q < Q_R \]  

CASE 2:

\[ q > Q_R \]  

CASE 3:

FIG. 14 depicts such a conditional test for a single parameter or rate value q in terms of a mathematical graph, separating the full range of q into three distinct regions. The region divisions are denoted by the short dashed lines. For the sake of illustration Q_s could be a negative value and Q_R could be a positive value, although this does not need to be the case.

Next, consider example sets of conditional test for two values, either one of which can be a parameter value or rate value. As a simple example, each of the two values can be tested for three conditions in a similar fashion as for the single value example considered above. FIG. 15a depicts such a conditional test for a two values (parameter and/or rate) in terms of a mathematical graph, separating the full range of each of the two values into three regions. The region divisions each of the two values are denoted by the short dashed lines, for the sake of illustration one in a negative range for the value and the other in a positive value, although this does not need to be the case. By extending the short dashed lines to longer lengths as shown in FIG. 15b, it can be seen that the region (here a portion of a plane) defined by the full range of the two values is divided into 3×3=9 distinct regions.

Similarly, consider example sets of conditional test for three values, any one of which can be a parameter value or rate value. As a simple example, each of the three values can be tested for three conditions in a similar fashion as for the examples considered above. FIG. 16a depicts such a conditional test for a two values (parameter and/or rate) in terms of a mathematical graph, separating the full range of each of the three values into three regions. The region divisions each of the three values are denoted by the short dashed lines, for the sake of illustration one in a negative range for the value and the other in a positive value, although this does not need to be the case. By extending the short dashed lines to longer lengths as shown in FIG. 16b, it can be seen that the region (here a portion of a plane) defined by the full range of the three values is divided into 3×3×3=27 distinct regions.

In a similar way, if there are N variables, each of which are tested for lying within M distinct ranges, the number of distinct regions is given by M^N. Thus for six (N=6) parameters (such as for example the six \{x, y, p, \[ \square \],[ \[ \square \]]\} provided for each “blob” in a HDTP system), each of which are tested for lying within distinct ranges (M=3) such as “mid range” and two opposite “far extreme”, the number of distinct regions is given by 3^6=729.

In principle, each the corresponding rate (time-derivative) values for each of the parameters could be split into three ranges as well. A practical distinction among rates from a user’s viewpoint might be separate recognition of a “zero or slow” and “anything fast” rate (M=2). Such a conditional test could utilize an absolute value function in the conditional test. Note that a two-value test on an absolute
value is equivalent to a three range test wherein the two extreme ranges produce the same outcome. Note the number of distinct regions for the set of six rate values (N=6), each separately tested for occupancy in two ranges ("zero or slow" and "anything fast", so M=2) is 2^6 = 64.

[0258] For an example implementation combining these two aforementioned examples, the total number of distinction recognizable regions is 729×64 = 46,656. In principal a distinct symbol could be assigned to each of these regions, noting that each region is equivalent to a 12-variable (six parameter values plus rate-of-change value for each, giving 12) conditional test outcome. This provides a very rich environment from which to draw for design choices of ergonomics, metaphors, omitted conditions/regions that are not useful or applicable, imposed contextual interpretations, etc.

[0259] It is to be understood that the above is merely a chain of examples and not to be in any way considered limiting.

[0260] 5.1 Discrete (Symbol) and Continuous Parameters (Adapted from Ser. No. 12/418,605)

[0261] The HDTIP provides for the production of the following six parameter values from a single blob associated with the hand or other pliable object:

[0262] Calculation of downward pressure and two planar centers of contact area;

[0263] Calculation of roll, pitch, and yaw angles of contact area.

[0264] In some embodiments, these parameter values may take on a wider range (i.e., more than 3 and typically far greater than 2) of numerical values within a consecutive range—in that they are range of numerical values possible, the values taken on by these six parameters will be informally referred to as "continuous" (in contrast to a smaller set of binary values, or a set of non-continuous "symbols").

[0265] These parameter values may be numerically differentiated in time (for example, by simply taking the difference between values of the current and previous scan) to produce rate measurements for the parameters, such as velocity and (by numerically differentiating velocity) acceleration. These result in additional "continuous" rate values.

[0266] One or more parameter values and/or rate values may be individually, in combination, or within a numerical computation, submitted to one or more threshold tests. The outcomes of the threshold tests may be regarded as symbols (for example, what region of the sensor array is the center of contact in, has a roll angle velocity or acceleration exceeded a specified value, etc.).

[0267] Additionally, aforementioned shape recognition functions may also generate symbols. The invention provides for one or both of the threshold and shape recognition elements to generate more than one symbol at a time (for example, several conditions may be satisfied at the same moment).

[0268] 5.2 Delimiters, Sampling (Adapted from Ser. No. 12/418,605)

[0269] The invention affords and provides for yet further capabilities. For example, FIG. 17 shows an intrinsic metaphor applied to a touch sensor that senses touch attributes, and these being directed to an imposed metaphor causing an application response to be invoked on an associated application.

[0270] As another example, a sequence of symbols can be directed to a state machine, as shown in FIG. 18, to produce other symbols that serve as interpretations of one or more possible symbol sequences. In an embodiment, one or more symbols may be designated the meaning of an "Enter" key, permitting for sampling one or more varying parameter, rate, and/or symbol values and holding the value(s) until, for example, another "Enter" event, thus producing sustained values as illustrated in FIG. 19.

[0271] In an embodiment, the symbols produced by arrangements such as that of FIG. 13 include symbols that are responsive to rate values. In some embodiments, these rate-responsive symbols can directly serve as recognitions or signifiers of simple gestures, for example a "finger flick" in a suitably limited gesture lexicon.

[0272] 5.3 Support for Discrete Grammars (Adapted from Ser. No. 12/418,605)

[0273] FIG. 13, introduced earlier, illustrates an exemplary embodiment of these approaches. This demonstrates that simple contact with (or other operative stimulus of) the sensor array can produce a rich information flow of parameter, rate, and symbol values.

[0274] Together with the rich metaphors available with the touch interface, a tremendous range of synergistic user interface opportunities are provided by the present invention. Further processing opportunities supporting a full range of postures, gestures, real-time parameter extractions, and information needed for implementations of gesture grammars is depicted within a portion of FIG. 20.

[0275] 5.4 Support for Continuous-Grammar (Adapted from Ser. No. 12/418,605)

[0276] As an additional syntactic aspect, specific hand postures and/or gestures may mapped to specific selected assignments of control signals in ways affiliated with specific purposes. For example, finger ends may be used for one collection of . . . parameters, thumb for a second potentially partially overlapping collection of . . . parameters, flat fingers for a third partially-overlapping collection, wrist for a fourth, and cusp for a fifth, and first for a sixth. In this case it may be natural to move the hand through certain connected sequences of motions; for example: little finger end, still in contact, dropping to flat-finger contact, then dropping to either palm directly or first to cusp and then to palm, then moving to wrist, all never breaking contact with the touch-pad. Such permissible sequences of postures that can be executed sequentially without direct contact with the touch-pad will be termed "continuous grammars."

[0277] To support the handling of continuous grammars, it is useful to set up parameter assignments, and potentially associated context-sensitive parameter renormalizations, that work in the context of selected (or all available) continuous grammars. For example, as the hand contact evolves as being recognized as one posture and then another, parameters may be smoothly handed-over in interpretation from one posture to another without abrupt changes, while abandoned parameters either hold their last value to return to a default value (instantly or via a controlled transient.

[0278] 5.5 Context (Adapted from Ser. No. 12/418,605)

[0279] In an embodiment, one or more symbols may be designated as setting a context for interpretation or operation and thus control mapping and/or assignment operations on parameter, rate, and/or symbol values as shown in FIG. 21.

[0280] The operations associated with FIG. 18, FIG. 19, and FIG. 21 can be combined to provide yet other capabilities. For example, the exemplary arrangement of FIG. 22 shows mapping and/or assignment operations that feed an
interpretation state machine which in turn controls mapping and/or assignment operations. In implementations where context is involved, such as in arrangements such as those depicted in FIG. 18, FIG. 19, FIG. 21 and FIG. 22, the invention provides for both context-oriented and context-free production of parameter, rate, and symbol values. The parallel production of context-oriented and context-free values may be useful to drive multiple applications simultaneously, for data recording, diagnostics, user feedback, and a wide range of other uses.

0281] 5.6 Gesture Compositions and Deconstructions with Respect to Primitive Elements in Measured Signal Space

0282] Among the gesture linguistic concepts taught U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/418,605 is that a sequence of symbols can be directed to a state machine to produce other symbols that serve as interpretations of one or more possible symbol sequences. This provides one embodiment of an approach wherein (higher-level) gestures are constructed from primitive elements, in this case, other (lower-level) gestures. In such an arrangement, a predefined gesture can comprise a specific sequence of plurality of other gestures. For example FIG. 23 depicts an example representation of a predefined gesture comprised by a specific sequence of three other gestures. Similarly, a predefined gesture comprised by a specific sequence of two other gestures, or a predefined gesture comprised by a specific sequence of four or more other gestures.

0283] In an embodiment, a specific predefined gesture is comprised by a particular predefined sequence of gestures. FIG. 24 depicts an example representation of a predefined gesture comprised by a sequence of five recognized gestures. Similarly, a predefined gesture comprised by a specific sequence of two, three, or four gestures, or a predefined gesture comprised by a specific sequence of six or more other gestures. Additionally, in some arrangements a predefined gesture can be comprised by a single gesteme.

0284] In an embodiment, a recognized gesteme is comprised of a symbol produced by one or more threshold test(s) applied to one or more measured or calculated value(s) responsive to a user interface sensor.

0285] In an embodiment, a recognized gesteme is comprised of a sequence of symbols produced by one or more threshold test(s) applied to one or more measured or calculated value(s) responsive to a user interface sensor.

0286] In an embodiment, a recognized gesteme is comprised of a symbol produced by a state machine, the state machine responsive to a sequence of symbols produced by one or more threshold test(s) applied to one or more measured or calculated value(s) responsive to a user interface sensor.

0287] In an embodiment, a recognized gesteme is determined by the outcome of a vector quantizer applied to one or more measured or calculated value(s) responsive to a user interface sensor.

0288] In an embodiment, a recognized gesteme is determined by the outcome of an analog filter applied to one or more measured or calculated value(s) responsive to a user interface sensor.

0289] 5.7 Example HDTP Parameters that can be Generated by Ergonomically-Viable Single-Hand Compound Postures (Adopted from Ser. No. 12/418,605)

0290] There are many ways to organize the possible degrees of freedom generated by ergonomically-viable single-hand compound postures. One exemplary organization is to first consider the overall orientation attributes of the entire compound posture, and then consider the finger-by-finger variations that are possible with respect to it. This approach has several variations, a few of which are presented here.

0291] The overall orientation attributes of the entire compound posture may include one or more of the following:

0292] Overall Positions/Displacements of the Compound Posture:

0293] left-right position or translation;

0294] forward-back position or translation;

0295] more-less downward displacement or translation (pressure);

0296] Overall Angles/Translations of the Compound Posture:

0297] pivoting rotation (yaw);

0298] left-right tilt (roll);

0299] forward-back tilt (pitch).

0300] These overall compound posture parameters may be obtained by various means, some of which as discussed above. These include selecting parameters individually calculated for a representative finger or non-finger region, averaging individually calculated parameters, and/or merging at least some running sums at the data acquisition stage.

0301] The finger-by-finger differential variations that are possible with respect to the overall orientation attributes of an entire compound posture (including ones that involve most or all of the fingers lying flat) may include one or more of the following:

0302] separation angle of adjacent fingers;

0303] difference in downward pressure;

0304] This approach gives up to two extra parameters for each added finger. In a more sophisticated approach for arched finger postures, the finger-by-finger differential variations that are possible with respect to the overall orientation attributes of the entire compound posture may include one or more of the following:

0305] difference in left-right position;

0306] difference in forward-back position;

0307] difference in downward pressure

0308] This approach gives up to three extra parameters for each added finger. Thus, most generally, for a single-hand compound posture employing N of the five fingers of the hand, the maximum number of independent parameters that can be independently controlled at the same time is in the range of 6×2(N−1) to 6×3(N−1). For five fingers, this gives a maximum of fourteen parameters to as many as eighteen parameters for an arched single-hand posture. The number of parameters can be yet further expanded by including the palm and the wrist.

0309] The invention provides for the expansion of the single blob version of FIG. 13 so as to provide parameter calculations for the cases of multiple independent individual blobs and/or compound image blobs. The top portion of FIG. 13 depicts an example embodiment wherein sensor data can be interpreted as one blob, two or more individual blobs, or as a compound posture. These may be calculated in parallel and/or selectively, and in selective modes the selection may be controlled by the application using a control arrangement like that of FIG. 21 or by semantic feedback using a control arrangement similar to FIG. 22.
5.8 Layered and Multiple-Channel Posture-Level Metaphors

The invention provides for various types of layered and multiple-channel metaphors. Layered metaphors at higher semantic and grammatical levels will be considered later. FIG. 25 depicts a representation of a layered and multiple-channel metaphor wherein the \( \{x, y\} \) location coordinates represent the location of a first point in a first geometric plane, and the \{roll,pitch\} angle coordinates are viewed as determining a second independently adjusted point on a second geometric plane. In various versions of such metaphors, one or more of the following can be included:

- The first and second planes can be viewed as being superimposed (or alternatively, entirely independent).
- The yaw angle can be viewed as affecting the angle of rotation of one plane with respect to another (or alternatively, entirely independent).
- The pressure exerted or associated displacement can be viewed as affecting the separation distance between the planes (or alternatively, entirely independent).

5.9 Compound Parameter, Rate, and Symbol Production (Adapted from Ser. No. 12/418,605)

The invention provides for the expansion of the single blob version of FIG. 13 so as to provide shape and posture recognition calculations for the cases of multiple independent individual blobs and/or compound image blobs. The bottom portion of FIG. 13 depicts an example embodiment wherein sensor data can be interpreted as one blob, two or more individual blobs, or as a compound posture. These may be calculated in parallel and/or selectively, and in selective modes the selection may be controlled by the application using a control arrangement like that of FIG. 21 or by semantic feedback using a control arrangement like that of FIG. 22.

6. Support for Affixes and Interrupted Gestures

In spoken and written language, various types of affixes are commonly used. Some of the types of affixes found in linguistic theory of words include:

- Suffix: addendum appended to the end of a root word;
- Prefix: addendum appended to the beginning of a root word;
- Infix: addendum inserted within a root word;
- Circumfix: first addendum appended to the beginning of a root word and second associated addendum appended to the end of a root word;
- Interfix: addendum inserted between two root words;
- Transfix: An affix that incorporates a pause delineating between a root word and addendum or insertions.

The present invention provides support for the structuring, recognition, processing, and interpretation of "gesture affixes", such as:

- Gesture suffix: addendum appended to the end of a gesture;
- Gesture prefix: addendum appended to the gesture word;
- Gesture circumfix: first addendum appended to the beginning of a first gesture and second associated addendum appended to the end of a second gesture;
- Gesture interfix: addendum inserted between two gestures;
- Gesture transfix: An affix that incorporates a pause delineating between a gesture and addendum or insertions.

Various implementation approaches can be used, and a number of examples are provided. As one type of approach, one or more gestemes can be used to create the addendums. In various implementations, the addendums can be gestemes that are not recognized as gestures, sequences of gestemes that are not recognized as gestures, sequences of gestemes that are not recognized as gestures, sequences of gestemes that are not recognized as gestures, sequences of gestemes that are not recognized as gestures, and/or combinations of these.

It is noted that some gesture affixes, such as gesture infixes, involve interruption of the execution of a gesture, while other gesture affixes, such as gesture suffixes and gesture prefixes, do not involve interruption of the execution of a gesture. There are also other reasons for supporting the interruption of the execution of a gesture that have no relation to gesture affixes. FIG. 26 depicts a representation of the relations between gesture affixes and interrupted gesture executions. Interrupted gestures can also be more broadly supported by the present invention so as to address covering non-affix cases.

6.1 Gesture Suffixes

In the gesteme implementation of gestures, a first gesture \( G^1 \) comprises a first sequence of \( n \) gestemes \( \{g_1, \ldots, g_m\} \). Upon completion of the execution of the first gesture by the user, a second gesteme \( g_{n+1} \) or sequence of \( n \) gestemes \( \{g_1, \ldots, g_n\} \) will be executed. Upon the completion of the execution of the second gesture or sequence of gestemes, the execution of the remaining unexecuted gesteme(s), the first gesture will be recognized as having a gesture suffix.

In some implementations, only a single gesteme is permitted as a suffix. In other implementations, only a specific gesteme or sequence of gestemes is permitted as a suffix. In yet other implementations, only a specific gesteme or sequence of gestemes is permitted as a suffix. In yet other implementations, a wider range of gestemes or sequence of gestemes is permitted as a suffix. More explicitly, this includes the following cases for the composite sequence of gestemes:

- \{g_1, \ldots, g_m\} where \( m=1 \) and \( n=1 \);
- \{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_m\} where \( m=1 \) and \( n>1 \);
- \{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_m, g_n\} where \( m>1 \) and \( n=1 \);
- \{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_m, g_n\} where \( m>1 \) and \( n>1 \).

It is noted that cases with \( m=1 \) and \( n=1 \) are those wherein the first gesture comprises exactly one gesteme, and cases with \( n=1 \) are those wherein the suffix comprises exactly one gesteme.

In an embodiment, the existence of any of the above-listed interruption cases is used to convey semantic content.

In an embodiment, the point of the interruption within the trajectory of the first gesture is used to convey semantic content.

In an embodiment, the point of the interruption within the gesteme sequence of the first gesture is used to convey semantic content.

Alternatively, semantic pattern recognition or other approaches can be used.
6.2 Gesture Prefixes

In the gesteme implementation of gestures, a first gesture $G_1$ comprises a first sequence of m gestemes $\{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_m\}$. Prior to the execution of the first gesture by the user, a second gesteme $g_2$ or sequence of n gestemes $\{g_n, g_{n+1}, \ldots, g_m\}$ will be executed. Upon the completion of the execution of the first gesture, the first gesture will be recognized as having a gesture prefix.

In some implementations, only a single gesture is permitted as a prefix. In other implementations, only a specific gesture or sequence of gestures is permitted as a prefix. In yet other implementations, only a specific gesteme or sequence of gestures is permitted as a prefix. In yet other implementations, a wider range of gestures or sequence of gestures is/are permitted as a gesture prefix.

More explicitly, this includes the following cases for the composite sequence of gestemes:

- $\{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n\}$ where $m=1$ and $n=1$;
- $\{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n, g_{n+1}\}$ where $m>1$ and $n=1$;
- $\{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n, g_{n+1}\}$ wherein $m=1$ and $n>1$;
- $\{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n, g_{n+1}\}$ wherein $m>1$ and $n>1$;

Note that cases with $m=1$ are those wherein the first gesture comprises exactly one gesteme, and cases with $n=1$ are those wherein the prefix comprises exactly one gesteme.

In an embodiment, the existence of any of the above-listed interruption cases is used to convey semantic content.

In an embodiment, the point of the interruption within the trajectory of the first gesture is used to convey semantic content.

In an embodiment, the point of the interruption within the gesteme sequence of the first gesture is used to convey semantic content.

Alternatively, semantic pattern recognition or other approaches can be used.

6.3 Gesture Affixes Realized Via Interruption of the Execution of a First Predefined Gesture with the Execution of at Least One Gesteme

The execution of a gesture can be interrupted by the user executing it. The executed gesture can be resumed or not resumed (i.e., abandoned).

In an embodiment, a partially-executed gesture can be recognized as such and information regarding the partially-executed gesture (as measured and/or subsequently-interpreted) is stored. In an embodiment, should the partially-executed gesture be resumed, the stored information regarding the partially-executed gesture is used in the recognition of the completed form of the previously partially-executed gesture. In an embodiment, should the partially-executed gesture not be resumed, the stored information regarding the partially-executed gesture is deleted. In an embodiment, should the partially-executed gesture not be resumed within a pre-determined length of time, the stored information regarding the partially-executed gesture is deleted.

With this established, this section considers the case wherein the execution of a first predefined gesture is interrupted, one or more gestures that is/are not collectively recognized as gesture are then executed, and the execution of the first predefined gesture is resumed and completed. If the additional gesteme(s) thus “inserted” during the interruption is/are used linguistically as an affix to the first gesture, the latter case amounts to the “infix” case of an “affix” in the context of gesture grammars.

The case wherein the execution of a first predefined gesture is interrupted, one or more second gesture(s) is/are then fully executed, and the execution of the first gesture is resumed and completed is addressed in co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/414,600. Those teachings are selectively used below as cited.

In an aspect of the invention, the additional gesteme(s) thus “inserted” during the interruption is/are used in the context of a gesture grammar as an affix to the first gesture as an “infix.”

As an example, FIG. 27a through FIG. 27j depict an example representation of the execution of a first example predefined gesture that is begun (FIG. 7a) and interrupted (FIG. 27b and FIG. 27c), the full execution of an example second predefined gesture (FIG. 27d, FIG. 27e, FIG. 27f, and FIG. 27g), and the resumed and completed execution of the first predefined gesture (FIG. 27h, FIG. 27i, and FIG. 27j).

In this example as described thus far, recognition of the interruption of the execution the first gesture is established at least by the lift-off of the finger from the touch surface depicted in FIG. 27c. Recognition of the interruption of the execution of the first gesture can also or alternatively require semantic restrictions on gesteme sequences for predefined gestures. In either version (pause version or semantic restriction version) of this variation where the FIG. 27c lift-off is skipped, the second gesture must begin at the same location where the first gesture was interrupted. Note by including the FIG. 27c lift-off, the location of the beginning of the second gesture need not be influenced by the location where the first gesture was interrupted.

Similarly, in an embodiment the lift-off of the finger from the touch surface depicted in FIG. 27g can be used to signify the completion of the second gesture and the prompt for the completion of the first gesture. In a variation of this example, the lift-off of the finger from the touch surface depicted in FIG. 27g can be omitted; instead a pause can be used to signify the completion of the second gesture and the prompt for the completion of the first gesture, or semantic restrictions on gesteme sequences can be used to signify the completion of the second gesture and the prompt for the completion of the first gesture. In either version (pause version or semantic restriction version) of this variation where the FIG. 27g lift-off is skipped, the resumption of the first interrupted gesture must begin at the same location where the second gesture ended. Note by including the FIG. 27g lift-off, the location of the resumption of the first interrupted gesture need not be influenced by the location where the second gesture was completed.

Similarly, in an embodiment the lift-off of the finger from the touch surface depicted in FIG. 27j can be used to signify the completion of the first gesture. In a variation of this example, the lift-off of the finger from the touch surface depicted in FIG. 27j can be omitted; instead a pause can be used to signify the completion of the first gesture, or semantic restrictions on gesteme sequences can be used to signify the completion of the first gesture.

As a second example, FIG. 28a through FIG. 28j depict a variation on the example of FIG. 27a through FIG. 27j wherein the lift-off events depicted by FIG. 27c, FIG. 27g, and FIG. 27j are replaced with the pause events
depicted in FIG. 28c with FIG. 28d, FIG. 28g with FIG. 28h, and in FIG. 28j. Such pause events can be recognized by conditions wherein the magnitude of the rate-of-change of one or more measured values or the magnitude of the rate-of-change of one or more values calculated from one or more measured values fall below associated reference threshold(s). In another variation of this example, the lift-off of the finger from the touch surface depicted in FIG. 28a is not used; instead semantic restrictions on gesteme sequences can be used to signify the completion of the second gesture and the prompt for the completion of the first gesture.

As a third example, FIG. 29a through FIG. 29f depict a variation on the example of FIG. 27a through FIG. 27b wherein the lift-off events associated FIG. 27c, FIG. 27g, and FIG. 27h are omitted altogether and semantic restrictions on gesteme sequences can be used to signify the completion of the second gesture and the prompt for the completion of the first gesture. For this example, the second gesture must begin at the same location where the first gesture was interrupted, and the resumption of the first interrupted gesture must begin at the same location where the second gesture ended.

In an embodiment, a method is provided for a user interface recognizing the interruption of the execution of a first gesture with the execution of a second gesture, the method comprising:

Receiving measured information from a user interface sensor, the measured information responsive to user interaction actions made by a user;

Applying at least one operation to the measured information to produce a sequence of symbols, each symbol produced by the at least one operation responsive to an associated portion of a user interaction actions made by the user;

Determining from the sequence of symbols that the user's execution a first gesture has been interrupted;

Determining from the sequence of symbols that the user's execution a second gesture has been started and completed before the first gesture has been resumed; and

Determining from the sequence of symbols that the user's execution a first gesture has been completed;

wherein the first gesture is recognized and the second gesture is recognized.

As a second example, in the gesteme implementation of gestures, a first gesture G₁ represents a first sequence of m gestemes {g₁, ..., gₘ}. This gesture will, at some point in its execution by the user, be interrupted and a second gesteme g₂ or sequence of n gestemes {g₂, ..., gₙ} will be executed. Upon the completion of the execution of the second gesteme or sequence of gestemes, the execution of the remaining unexecuted gesteme(s) of the first gesture is resumed and the execution of the first gesture is then completed. In various implementations, the second gesteme or sequence of gestemes can serve as gesture “infin.”

More explicitly, this includes the following cases for the composite sequence of gestemes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Gesteme Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{g₁, g₂, g₃, ..., gₘ, gₙ}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{g₁, g₂, g₃, ..., gₘ, gₙ}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{g₁, g₂, g₃, ..., gₘ, gₙ}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{g₁, g₂, g₃, ..., gₘ, gₙ}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where m > 3, 1 < k < (m - 1), and n = 1.

Note that cases with n = 1 are those wherein the interruption comprises exactly one gesteme. Also note that cases with m = 1 are not admissible since the first gesture must be interrupted and resumed, thus requiring the first gesture to comprise a minimum of two gestemes for the first predefined gesture.

Alternatively, semantic pattern recognition or other approaches can be used.

Additionally, it is noted that by reversing the roles of the first and second gestures, the resulting modified arrangement can be used to support gesture circumflexes.

In another embodiment, the existence of any of the above-listed interruption cases is used to convey semantic content.

In an embodiment, the point of the interruption within the trajectory of the first gesture is used to convey semantic content.

In an embodiment, the point of the interruption within the gesteme sequence of the first gesture is used to convey semantic content.

As mentioned above, case wherein the execution of a first predefined gesture is interrupted, one or more second gesture(s) is/are then fully executed, and the execution of the first gesture is resumed and completed is addressed in co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/414,600. In the material below, this insertion of a second gesture within the execution of a first gesture constitutes is considered in the context of affixes, and in particular (although not restricted to) inflexes.

Additionally, it is noted that by reversing the roles of the first and second gestures, the resulting modified arrangement can be used to support gesture circumflexes.

In the gesteme implementation of gestures, a first gesture G₁ consists of a first sequence of m gestemes {g₁, ..., gₘ} and a second gesture G₂ consists of a second sequence of n gestemes {g₂, ..., gₙ}. More explicitly, as with above, this arrangement also includes the following cases for the composite sequence of gestemes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Gesteme Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{g₁, g₂, g₃, ..., gₘ, gₙ}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{g₁, g₂, g₃, ..., gₘ, gₙ}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{g₁, g₂, g₃, ..., gₘ, gₙ}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{g₁, g₂, g₃, ..., gₘ, gₙ}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where m > 3, 1 < k < (m - 1), and n = 1.

Note that cases with n = 1 are those wherein the second gesture comprises only one gesteme. Also note that cases with m = 1 are not admissible since the first gesture must be interrupted and resumed, thus requiring
the first gesture to comprise a minimum of two
gestemes for the first predefined gesture.

[0407] Alternatively, semantic pattern recognition or other
approaches can be used.

[0408] In an embodiment, both the first gesture and second
gesture are recognized.

[0409] In an embodiment, the combination of the first
gesture and the second gesture is used to convey additional
semantic content beyond that of the first gesture and the
second gesture in isolation.

[0410] In an embodiment, a method is provided for a user
interface recognizing the interruption of the execution of a
first gesture with the execution of a second gesture, the
method comprising:

[0411] Receiving measured information from a user
interface sensor, the measured information responsive
to user interaction actions made by a user;

[0412] Applying at least one operation to the measured
information to produce a sequence of gestemes, each
gesteme produced by the at least one operation responsive
to an associated portion of a user interaction
actions made by the user;

[0413] Determining from the sequence of gestemes that
the user’s execution a first gesture has been interrupted;

[0414] Determining from the sequence of gestemes that
the user’s execution a second gesture has been started
and completed before the first gesture has been
resumed; and

[0415] Determining from the sequence of gestemes that
the user’s execution a first gesture has been completed;

[0416] wherein the first gesture is recognized and the
second gesture is recognized.

[0417] Additionally, the above aspects of the present
invention can be extended to variation of the above wherein
the execution of a first predefined gesture is interrupted, a
sequence of a plurality of other predefined gestures are then
fully executed, and the execution of the first predefined
gesture is then resumed and completed. More explicitly, in
the gesteme implementation of gestures, this includes the
following cases for the composite sequence of gestemes:

[0418] \( \{ g_1^A, g_2^A, \ldots, g_m^A \} \) where
m=2 and n=1;

[0419] \( \{ g_1^A, g_2^A, \ldots, g_m^A \} \) where
m=2 and n=1;

[0420] \( \{ g_1^A, g_2^A, \ldots, g_m^A \} \) wherein
m=2 and n=1;

[0421] \( \{ g_1^A, g_2^A, \ldots, g_m^A \} \) wherein
m=2 and n=1;

[0422] Here, the first gesture \( G_1 \) comprises a first
sequence of m gestemes \( \{ g_1^A, \ldots, g_m^A \} \) and a sequence
of a plurality of other predefined gestures \( C^A \) comprises a second sequence of n gestemes \( \{ g_1^A, \ldots, g_n^A \} \), this second sequence being the
concatenation of the gesteme sequences for each
gesture in the sequence of other predefined gestures.

[0423] Alternatively, semantic pattern recognition or other
approaches can be used.

[0424] In an embodiment, all of the first gesture and the
sequence of other predefined gestures are individually
recognized.

[0425] In an embodiment, the existence of any of the
above-listed interruption cases is not used to convey semantic
content.

[0426] The invention provides for various additional
operations to be provided based on any gesture recognitions,
the existence of an interruption in the execution of the first
gesture wherein the sequence of other predefined gestures is
completed during the interruption, details of the interruption,
etc.

[0427] In another embodiment, the existence of any of the
above-listed interruption cases is used to convey semantic
content.

[0428] In an embodiment, the point of the interruption
within the trajectory of the first gesture is not used to convey
semantic content.

[0429] In an embodiment, the point of the interruption
within the trajectory of the first gesture is used to convey
semantic content.

[0430] In an embodiment, the point of the interruption
within the gesteme sequence of the first gesture is not used
to convey semantic content.

[0431] In an embodiment, the point of the interruption
within the gesteme sequence of the first gesture is used to convey
semantic content.

[0432] In an embodiment, the combination of the first
gesture and the sequence of other predefined gestures is not
used to convey additional semantic content beyond that of the
first gesture and the second gesture in isolation.

[0433] In an embodiment, the combination of the first
gesture and the sequence of other predefined gestures is used
to convey additional semantic content beyond that of the
first gesture and the second gesture in isolation.

[0434] In an embodiment, the combination of the first
gesture, the sequence of other predefined gestures, and the
location of the interruption within the first gesture is used to
convey additional semantic content beyond that of the first
gesture and the second gesture in isolation.

[0435] 6.4 Gesture Circumfixes

[0436] As defined at the beginning of the section, a gesture
circumfix involves a first addendum appended to the begin-
ing of a gesture and second associated addendum appended
to the end of the gesture.

[0437] In one type of approach, as noted above, by reversing
the roles of the first and second gestures in arrangements
for the structuring, recognizing, and processing of gesture
interfixes, the resulting modified arrangement can be used to
support gesture circumfixes.

[0438] In one type of approach, arrangements described
above for the structuring, recognizing, and processing of
gesture prefixes and for the structuring, recognizing, and
processing of gesture suffixes can be combined to create an
arrangement to support gesture circumfixes.

[0439] Alternatively, the methods described above for
gesture suffixes, gesture prefixes, gesture infixes, and/or
gesture circumfixes can be readily modified and/or com-
bined so as to structure, recognize, and process gesture
circumfixes.

[0440] Alternatively, semantic pattern recognition or other
approaches can be used.

[0441] 6.5 Gesture Interfixes

[0442] As defined at the beginning of the section, a gesture
interfix involves an addendum inserted between two ges-
tures.

[0443] In an aspect of the invention, the additional
gesteme(s) thus “inserted” during the interruption is/are used
in the context of a gesture grammar as an affix to the first
gesture as a gesture interfix.
[0444] The methods described above for gesture suffixes, gesture prefixes, gesture infixes, and/or gesture circumfixes can be readily modified and/or combined so as to structure, recognize, and process gesture interfaces.

[0445] Alternatively, semantic pattern recognition or other approaches can be used.

[0446] 6.6 Gesture Transfixes

[0447] As defined at the beginning of the section, a gesture transfix is an affix that incorporates a pause delineating between a gesture and addendum or insertions.

[0448] In an aspect of the invention, the additional gesteine(s) thus “inserted” during the interruption is/are used in the context of a gesture grammar as an affix to the first gesture as a gesture transfix.

[0449] The methods described above for gesture suffixes, gesture prefixes, gesture infixes, and/or gesture circumfixes can be readily modified and/or combined so as to structure, recognize, and process gesture transfixes.

[0450] Alternatively, semantic pattern recognition or other approaches can be used.


[0452] In traditional linguistics a morpheme is the smallest linguistic unit that has (semantic) meaning. A word or other next-higher-scale linguistic unit may be composed of one or more morphemes compose a word. Two basic categories of morphemes relevant to this project are:

[0453] A free morpheme which can function by itself;

[0454] A bound morpheme which can function only when combined or associated in some way with a free morpheme (for example the negating prefix “un” in undo and the plural suffix “s”).

[0455] The field of morphology addresses the structure of morphemes and other types of linguistic units such as words, affixes, parts of speech (verb, noun, etc., more formally referred to as “lexical category”), intonation/stress/rhythm (in part more formally referred to as “prosody”), meaning invoked or implied by enveloping context, etc. Morphological analysis also includes a typology framework classifying languages according to the ways by which morphemes are used, for example:

[0456] Analytic languages that use only isolated (free) morphemes;

[0457] Agglutinative (“stuck-together”) languages which use bound morphemes;

[0458] Fusional languages that use bound morphemes;

[0459] Polysynthetic languages that form words from groups of many morphemes (for example the Chukchi word “чумыгъ эвээто дон” which is composed of eight individual morphemes чь-кумыгъ эвээто дон, and more broadly languages allowing for each consonant and vowel to serve as morphemes.

[0460] These examples provide important reference models for options in tactile gestures. For example, in the HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces, a gesture can:

[0461] Associate an individual gesteine with an individual morpheme of general or specific use in an application or group of applications;

[0462] Associate a group of two or more gestemes comprised by a gesture with an individual morpheme of general or specific use in an application or group of applications.

[0463] Further, a gesture can then be

[0464] Analytic (employing only free morphemes);

[0465] Agglutinative or Fusional (employing bound morphemes);

[0466] Polysynthetic (gestures composed of many morphemes).

[0467] The invention provides for these and other lexicon constructions to be used in the design and structuring of gestures, gesture meaning structures, morphemes, gesture lexicon, and gesture grammars.

[0468] As an example framework for this, FIG. 30 depicts a representation of some correspondences among gestures, gestemes, and the abstract linguistics concepts of morphemes, words, and sentences.

[0469] As an additional example framework for this, FIG. 31a through FIG. 31d provide finer detail useful in employing additional aspects of traditional linguistics such as noun phrases, verb phrases, and clauses as is useful for grammatical structure, analysis, and semantic interpretation.

[0470] It is important to note that the HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces permits a very wide range of formulations such as those suggested above and by other aspects of traditional linguistics. That stated, it is equally if not more important to note that the HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces does not require inheriting the unnecessary “baggage” of established written or spoken languages (such as tense matching, noun gender, etc.). Further as to this, typically even the most diverse, robust, and flexible touch-based user interface will be used for a range of command/inquiry functions that are far more limited in scope, nuance, aesthetics, poetics, and so forth than the language of literature, poetry, persuasive discourse, and the like. Thus, in mining what traditional linguistics has to offer, the balance goal depicted in FIG. 2 is well to be kept in mind.

[0471] 7.1 Gestural Metaphor, Gestural Onomatopoeia, and Tactile Gesture Logography

[0472] The HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces provides for the structured use of various metaphors in the construction of gestures, strings of gestures, and gestemes. For example, the scope of the metaphor can include:

[0473] The entire gesture, string of gestures, or gesteme;

[0474] One or more components of a gesture, string of gestures, or gesteme;

[0475] One or more aspects of a gesture, string of gestures, or gesteme.

[0476] Additionally, the directness (or degree) of the metaphor can cover a range such as:

[0477] Imitative onomatopoeia;

[0478] Close analogy;

[0479] Indirect analogy;

[0480] Analogy of abstractions;

[0481] Total abstraction.

[0482] In traditional linguistics, a logogram is a written character which represents a word or morpheme. Typically a very large number of logograms are needed to form a general-purpose written language. A great interval of time is required to learn the very large number of logograms. Both these provide a major disadvantage of the logographic systems over alphabetic systems, but there can be high reading efficiency with logographic writing systems for those who have learned it. The main logographic system in use today is that of Chinese characters. Logographic systems
(including written Chinese) include various structural and metaphorical elements to aid in associating meaning with a given written character within the system.

[0483] The HDPF approach to touch-based user interfaces includes provisions for the gestural equivalent of logograms and logographic systems.

[0484] 7.2 Appropriate Scope of Gesture Lexicon

[0485] The lexicon of a language is comprised its vocabulary. In formal linguistics, lexicon is viewed as a full inventory of the lexemes of the language, where a lexeme is an abstract morphological unit that roughly corresponds to a set of forms taken by a word (for example “run,” “runs,” “ran,” and “running” are separate distinguished forms of the same lexeme).

[0486] In creating a tactile gesture lexicon, it is likely that the number of lexeme forms can be forced to be one, or else extremely few. Again, typically even the most diverse, robust, and flexible touch-based user interface will be used for a range of command/inquiry functions that are far more limited in scope, nuance, aesthetics, poetics, and so forth than the language of literature, poetry, persuasive discourse, and the like.

[0487] 7.3 Compound Gestures

[0488] Like compound words and word groups that function as a word, the HDPF approach to touch-based user interfaces provides for individual tactile gestures to be merged by various means to create a new gesture. Examples of such various means of merger include:

[0489] “Temporally compound” wherein a sequence of two or more tactile gestures is taken as a composite gesture;

[0490] “Spatially compound” wherein two or more spatially separated tactile gestures executed at essentially the same time or overlapping in time is taken as a composite gesture;

[0491] “Sequential layering” composition (to be discussed);

[0492] Gesture forms of portmanteaus wherein two or more gestures or (gesture-defined morphemes) are combined;

[0493] Combinations of the two or more instances of one or more of the above.

[0494] Additionally, the HDPF approach to touch-based user interfaces provides for the use of a systematic system of shortening a string of two or more gestures, for example as in contractions such as “don’t,” “it’s,” etc.

[0495] These tactile examples are not limiting, and the examples and concepts can be used in other types of user interface systems and other types of gestures.

[0496] 7.4 Sequentially-Layered Execution of Gestures

[0497] The sequentially-layered execution of tactile gestures can be used to keep a context throughout a sequence of gestures. Some examples sequentially-layered execution of tactile gestures include:

[0498] Finger 1 performs one or more gestures and stays in place when completed, then Finger 2 performs one or more gestures, then end;

[0499] Finger 1 performs gesture & stays in place when completed, then Finger 2 performs one or more gestures and stays in place when completed, then Finger 1 performs one or more gestures, . . . , then end;

[0500] Finger 1 performs gesture & stays in place when completed, then Finger 2 performs one or more gestures and stays in place when completed, then Finger 1 performs one or more gestures and stays in place when completed, then Finger 1 performs one or more gestures and stays in place when completed, then Finger 3 performs one or more gestures, . . . , then end.

[0501] Finger 1 performs gesture & stays in place when completed, then Finger 2 performs one or more gestures and stays in place when completed, then Finger 3 performs one or more gestures, . . . , then end.

[0502] Rough representative depictions of the first two examples are provided respectively as the series FIG. 32a through FIG. 32d and the series FIG. 33a through FIG. 33b.

[0503] These tactile examples are not limiting, and the examples and concepts can be used in other types of user interface systems and other types of gestures.

[0504] 7.5 Embedded Layering Via Intra-Gestural Prosody Tags

[0505] Earlier the notion of “intra-gestural prosody” was introduced through which additional content can be imposed by means of aspects of how a tactile gesture is rendered or executed. For example:

[0506] At least one contact angle (yaw, roll, pitch) of the finger(s) used to render each of the one or more individual strokes (“gestemes”) making up a tactile gesture;

[0507] How many fingers used to render each of the one or more individual strokes (“gestemes”) making up a tactile gesture;

[0508] Embellishment in individual component element rendering (angle of rendering, initiating curve, terminating curve, intra-rendering curve, rates of rendering aspects, etc.);

[0509] Variations in the relative location of individual gesteme rendering;

[0510] What part(s) of the finger or hand used to render each gesteme of the tactile gesture;

[0511] Changes in one or more of the above over time.

[0512] Intra-gestural prosody can be used as a “tag” to create additional associations among gestures.

[0513] In one use of this, such intra-gestural prosody can be used to create paths and/or layers of paths. Such paths and layering allows the introduction of additional material for providing a parallel information path, associations, or modifiers.

[0514] An example of the use of intra-gestural prosody to render an association is to use a common but distinguishing intra-gestural prosody—for example a finger contact angle, or number of fingers—in the rendering of two or more tactile gestures that are to be associated. Another example of the use of intra-gestural prosody to render an association is to use a finger angle, part of the finger (tip, joint, flat) or number of fingers as a signifier for a particular list item (first item, second item, etc.), a particular visual object or range of screen (to the left of the gesture rendering area or cursor, to the right, above, below, 45-degree below, nearby, mid-range, far, etc.), a particular element from an option list (cut, paste, copy, rotate, etc.), and/or other such approach.

[0515] A simple example of the use of intra-gestural prosody to render a modifier is the rate of change to be used to convey the relative extent of the action represented by the tactile gesture (“verb”)—for example how fast and fast to scroll through a list—or the relative extent of the subject/object (“noun”)—for example how much of the list, text passage, screen region, etc.
8. Phrases, Grammars, and Sentence/Queries

Thus far attention has been largely afforded to the ways individual gesture cues can be executed, the content and meaning that can be assigned to them, and organizations that can be imposed or used on these. FIG. 34 depicts an example syntactic and/or semantic hierarchy integrating the concepts developed thus far.

With such a rich structure, it is entirely possible for two or more alternative gesture sequence expressions to convey the same meaning. This is suggested in FIG. 35.


In most computer applications users are either giving commands or making inquiries (which can be viewed perhaps as a type of command). Examples include:

- "Move-That-Here;"
- "Copy-That-Here;"
- "Delete-That;"
- "Do-this-To-That"/"Change-That-This way;"
- "Create-That-Here;"
- "What is-That?"
- "What is (are) the value(s)-of-That?"
- "Where is-That?"
- "What is (are)-Objects having that value/value-range/attribute?"

Although Direct Manipulation and WIMP GUIs perhaps reconstitute these somewhat in the mind of users as a sequence computer mouse operations guided by visual feedback, these commands or inquiries are in fact naturally represented as simple sentences. Is this the ultimate fate of the potential power and opportunities provided by touch interfaces?

So far today's widely adopted gesture-based multitouch user interfaces have added these new time- and labor-saving features:

- "Swipe through this 1-dimensional list to this extent;"
- "Swipe through this 2-dimensional list at this angle to this extent;"
- "Stretch this image size to this explicit spatial extent;"
- "Pinch this image to this explicit spatial extent;"
- "Rotate this image by this explicit visual angle;"
- "How much of the capability and opportunities provided by touch interfaces do these approaches utilize and deliver?"

More specifically, as mentioned in the introductory material, the HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces provides the basis for:

1. a dense, intermixed quantity-rich/symbol-rich/metasymbol-rich information flux capable of significant human-machine information transfer rates; and

2. an unprecedented range of natural gestural metaphor support.

The latter (1) and its synergy with the former (2) is especially noteworthy, emphasized the quote [2] "Gestures are useful for computer interaction since they are the most primary and expressive form of human communication."

So how does technology and industry move forward with gesture-based interfaces to a practical, viable next step beyond today's widely adopted gesture-based multitouch user interfaces?

Just broaden the number of built-in Direct Manipulation and WIMP GUI style manipulation operations than can skip a single menu step using gesture recognition?

Simply add 3D/6D capabilities to map applications, 3D graphics, games, data visualization, robot arms, etc. and more advanced menu and color selection functions if the touch interface provides roll, pitch, raw, and pressure along with X-Y location and velocity of touch contact?

Should the potential and power of touch-based interfaces, apparently on a scale far closer to spoken and written language than that of a computer mouse, be used only for the awkwardly rendered semantic equivalent of short declarative sentences?

The HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces in fact provides for something far closer to spoken and written language. To explore this, begin with the consideration of some very simple extensions to the sentence representation of traditional Direct Manipulation and WIMP GUI commands and inquiries listed above into slightly longer sentences. Some examples might include:

- "Do-This-To Objects having-This value/value-range/attribute;"
- "Apply-This-To Objects previously having-This value/value-range/attribute;"
- "Find-General objects having that value/value-range/attribute-Then-Move to-Here;"
- "Find-Graphical objects having that value/value-range/attribute-Then-Move to-Here and Rotate-This amount;"
- "Find-Physical objects having that value/value-range/attribute-Then-Move to-Here (2D or 3D vector) and-3D-rotate-This amount (vector of angles);"
- "Find-Physical objects having that value/value-range/attribute-Then-Move to-Here-In this way (speed, route, angle);"
- "Find-Objects having that value/value-range/attribute-Then-Create-One of these-For each-Of-Those;"

Such very simple extensions are in general exceedingly difficult to support using Direct Manipulation and WIMP GUIs, and force users to very inefficiently break down the desired result into a time-consuming and wastefiguring set of simpler actions that can be handled by Direct Manipulation, WIMP GUIs, and today's widely adopted gesture-based multi-touch user interfaces.

So yet again consider the quote [2] "Gestures are useful for computer interaction since they are the most primary and expressive form of human communication. What else is comparable? Speech and traditional writing of course are candidates. What is the raw material of there power once symbols (phonetic or orthographic) are formalized? Phrases, grammar, sentences, and higher-level context."

In hopes of leveraging this intrinsic communications machinery, perhaps even directly, attention is now directed to lexical categories, phrase categories, and context.
This permits direct use and then, more importantly, extensions to aspects unique to touch interfaces and in particular the HDTP approach to them.

The invention provides for gestures to be semantically structured as parts of speech (formally termed “lexical categories”) in spoken or written languages. Some example lexical categories relevant to command interface semantics include:

Noun;
Verb;
Adjective;
Adverb;
Infinitive;
Conjunction;
Particle.

The invention provides for gestures to be semantically structured according to and/or including one or more of these lexical categories, as well as others. Additionally, the invention provides for at least some gestures to be semantically structured according to alternative or abstract lexical categories that are not lexical categories of spoken or written languages.

The invention provides for such semantically structured gestures to be further structured according to phrase categories. Example phrase categories in spoken or written languages include:

Noun Phrase—noun plus descriptors/modifiers etc that collectively serves as a noun;
Verb Phrase—verb plus descriptors/modifiers etc that collectively serves as a verb;
Additionally, the invention provides for at least some phrase categories that are not lexical categories of spoken or written languages.

For speech, delimiting between consecutive list items, phrases, and sentences/queries are performed through prosody:

Temporal pause;
Changes in rhythm;
Changes in stress;
Changes in intonation.

For traditional writing, punctuation is used for delimiting between consecutive list items, phrases, and sentences/queries.

The HDTP approach to touch-based user interfaces provides for delimiting between individual temporal gestures at least these mechanisms:

Time separation between two consecutive strings of tactile gestures;
Distance separation between two consecutive strings of individual tactile gestures;
Lexigraphically separation (a tactile gesture string is unambiguously recognized, and the recognition event invokes a delineating demarcation between the recognized tactile gesture string and the next tactile gesture string to follow);
Special ending or starting attribute to strings of tactile gestures;
Special delimiting or entry-action gesture(s)—for example lift-off, tap with another finger, etc.

The invention provides for data flow connections among gestures. This can be accomplished in a number of ways by employing various types of analogues from computer and traditional languages, for example:

Unix™ Pipe standard-input/output chains to define data flow connections between sequential pairs of tactile gestures (for example, as depicted in FIG. 36);
Traditional linguistic notions of context;
Intra-gestural Prosody

As described earlier, other aspects of tactile gestures (for example “intra-gestural prosody”) can be used as modifiers for the gestures. Again, examples of other aspects of tactile gestures include:

Rate of change of some aspect of a tactile gesture—for example velocity already in WIMP GUI (cursor location) and today’s widely accepted multi-touch user interfaces (for example, finger flick velocity affects on scrolling);
Interrupted tactile gesture where action is taken by the user between the rendering of the gestures comprising the tactile gesture. To adopt a formal linguistics term, this sort of action could be called a “gestural adverb,” “tactile adverb” or “tactile gesture adverb.”
Contact angles (yaw, roll, pitch);
Downward pressure;
Additional parameters from multiple finger gestures;
Shape parameters (finger-tip, finger-joint, flat-finger, thumb, etc.).

Recall the example provided earlier of the use of intra-gestural prosody to render an association through use a shared but distinguishing intra-gestural prosody—for example a finger angle, or number of fingers—in the rendering of two or more tactile gestures that are to be associated. This also provides a basis for intra-gestural prosody to be used as to provide data flow connections among tactile gestures.

Also recall the example of the use of intra-gestural prosody to render an association is to use a finger angle, part of the finger (tip, joint, flat) or number of fingers as a signifier for a particular list item (first items, second item, etc.), a particular visual object or range of screen (to the left of the gesture rendering area or cursor, to the right, above, below, 45-degree below, nearby, midrange, far, etc.), a particular element from an option list (cut, paste, copy, rotate, etc.), other such approach. This also provides a basis for intra-gestural prosody to be used as to provide data flow connections among tactile gestures and/or objects selected by or associated with one or more tactile gestures.

FIG. 37 depicts a representation of an example using intra-gestural prosody as a means of implementing both pipes and other associations and/or data flow connections.

10. Mapping Tactile Gestures and Actions on Visual-Rendered Objects into Grammars


Various broader and more detailed notions of touch gesture and other gesture linguistics in human user interfaces are taught in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/418, 605 and U.S. Patent Provisional Application 61/449,923.
[0603] 10.1 Parsing Involving Objects that have been Associated with Gestures

[0604] Via touchscreen-locating, cursor-location or visually highlighting, a tactile gesture can be associated with a visual object rendered on a visual display (or what it is a signifier for, i.e., object, action, etc.). This allows for various types of intuitive primitive grammatical constructions. Some examples employing a tactile gesture in forming a subject-verb sentence or inquiry are:

[0605] The underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as a subject noun and the tactile gesture serve as an operation action verb;

[0606] The underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as an operation action verb and the tactile gesture serve as a subject noun;

[0607] Some examples employing a spatially-localized tactile gesture in forming a subject-verb-object sentence or inquiry are:

[0608] If context is employed to have earlier in time by some means selected a subject noun, the underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as an object noun and the spatially-localized tactile gesture serve as an operation action verb;

[0609] If context is employed to have earlier in time by some means selected a subject noun, the underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as an operation action verb and the spatially-localized tactile gesture serve as a subject noun;

[0610] If context is employed to have earlier in time by some means selected an object noun, the underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as an object noun and the spatially-localized tactile gesture serve as an operation action verb;

[0611] If context is employed to have earlier in time by some means selected an object noun, the underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as an object noun and the spatially-localized tactile gesture serve as a subject noun;

[0612] If context is employed to have earlier in time by some means selected an operation action verb, the underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as a subject noun, and the spatially-localized tactile gesture serve as an object noun;

[0613] If context is employed to have earlier in time by some means selected an operation action verb, the underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as an object noun, and the spatially-localized tactile gesture serve as a subject noun;

[0614] Some examples employing a spatially-extended tactile gesture that in some way simultaneously spans two visual objects rendered on a visual display in forming a subject-verb-object sentence or inquiry are:

[0615] One underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as a subject noun, the other underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as an object noun and the spatially-extended tactile gesture serve as an operation action verb;

[0616] One underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as a subject noun, the other underlying (touchscreen), pointed-to (cursor), or selected (visually highlighted) visual object can serve as an operation action verb, and the spatially-extended tactile gesture serve as an object noun;

[0617] These examples demonstrate how context, order, and spatial-extent of gestures can be used to map combinations tactile gestures and visual-rendered objects into grammars; it is thus possible in a similar manner to include more complex phrase and sentence/inquiry constructions, for example using gestures and visual-rendered objects, utilizing context, order, and spatial extent of gestures in various ways, to include:

[0618] Adjectives;

[0619] Adverbs;

[0620] Infinitives;

[0621] Conjunctions and other Particles—for example, “and,” “or,” negations (“no,” “not”), infinitive markers (“to”), identifier articles (“the”), conditionals (“unless,” “otherwise”), ordering (“first,” “second,” “lastly”);

[0622] Clauses.

[0623] Further, as described (at least twice) earlier, other aspects of tactile gestures (for example “intra-gestural prosody”) can be used as modifiers for the gestures. Again, examples of other aspects of tactile gestures include:

[0624] Rate of change of some aspect of a tactile gesture—for example velocity already in WIMP GUI (cursor location) and today’s widely accepted multi-touch user interfaces (finger-flick affects on scrolling);

[0625] Interrupted tactile gesture where action is taken by the user between the rendering of the gestemes comprising the tactile gesture;

[0626] Contact angles (yaw, roll, pitch);

[0627] Downward pressure;

[0628] Additional parameters from multiple finger gestures;

[0629] Shape parameters (finger-tip, finger-joint, flat-finger, thumb, etc.).

[0630] Examples of how the modifiers could be used as an element in a tactile grammar include:

[0631] Adjective;

[0632] Adverb;

[0633] Identifier.

[0634] In such an arrangement, such forms intra-gestural prosody can be viewed as a bound morpheme.

[0635] 10.2 Layered Gesture-Level Metaphors

[0636] Mappings between intra-gestural prosody and grammatically-structured modifiers provides opportunities for a type of “layered-metaphor” to be used with, incorporated into, or applied to a particular gesture. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended Operation</th>
<th>Lexical Category</th>
<th>Tactile Gesture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desired action in the Verb</td>
<td>Adverb</td>
<td>Intra-gestural prosody dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How action is performed</td>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>Intra-gestural prosody angles, pressure, shapes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[0637] Of particular note is that a gesture supplemented with intra-gestural prosody used in this way can function as a noun-phrase, verb-phrase, or even more complex constructions.

[0638] FIG. 38 depicts a composite view of some of the key information flows supported by the construction provided thus far.


[0640] The following material is adapted from Adapted from U.S. Patent Application 61/482,248.

[0641] Attention is now directed to simple grammars for rapid operation of "physical-model" Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems, for example products such as Catia™, AutoCAD™, SolidWorks™, Alibre Design™, ViaCAM™, Shark™, and others including specialized 3D CAD systems for architecture, plant design, physics modeling, etc.

[0642] In such systems, a large number and wide range of operations are used to create even the small component elements of a more complex 3D object. For example:

[0643] 3D objects of specific primitive shapes are selected and created in a specified 3D area,

[0644] Parameters of the shapes of these 3D objects are manipulated,

[0645] Color and/or texture is applied to the 3D objects

[0646] The 3D objects are positioned (x,y,z) and oriented (roll, pitch, yaw) in 3D space

[0647] The 3D objects are merged with other 3D objects to form composite 3D objects,

[0648] The composite 3D objects can be repositioned, reoriented, resized, reshaped, copied, replicated in specified locations, etc.

[0649] Many of these systems and most of the users who use them perform these operations from mouse or mouse-equivalent user interfaces, usually allowing only two parameters to be manipulated at a time and involving the selection and operation of a large number of palettes, menus, graphical sliders, graphical click buttons, etc. Spatial manipulations of 3D objects involving three spatial coordinates and three spatial angles, when adjusted two at a time, preclude full-range interactive manipulations experiences and can create immense combinatorial barriers to positioning and orienting 3D objects in important design phases. Palette and menu selection and manipulations can take many seconds at minimum, and it can often take a minimum of 20 seconds to 2 minutes for an experienced user to create and finalize the simplest primitive element.

[0650] The HDTM is particularly well suited for 3D CAD and drawing work because of both its 3D and 6D capabilities as well as its rich symbol and grammar capabilities.

[0651] FIG. 39a depicts an example of a very simple grammar that can be used for rapid control of CAD or drawing software. Here a user first adjusts a finger, plurality of fingers, and/or other part(s) of a hand in contact with an HDTM to cause the adjustment of a generated symbol. In an example embodiment, the generated symbol can cause a visual response on a screen. In an embodiment, the visual response can comprise, for example, one or more of:

[0652] an action on a displayed object,

[0653] motion of a displayed object,

[0654] display of text and/or icons,

[0655] changes in text and/or icons,

[0656] migration of a highlighting or other effect in a menu, palette, or 3D arrays,

[0657] display, changes in, or substitutions of one or more menus, pallets, or 3D arrays,

[0658] other outcomes.

[0659] In an example embodiment, when the user has selected the desired condition, which is equivalent to selection of a particular symbol, the symbol is then entered. In an example embodiment, the lack of appreciable motion (i.e., "zero or slow" rate of change) can serve as an "enter" event for the symbol. In another example embodiment, an action (such as a finger tap) can be made by an additional finger, plurality of fingers, and/or other part(s) of a hand. These examples are merely meant to be illustrative and is no way limiting and many other variations and alternatives are also possible, anticipated, and provided for by the invention.

[0660] In an example embodiment, after the user has entered the desired selection ("enter symbol"), the user can then adjust one or more values by adjusting a finger, plurality of fingers, and/or other part(s) of a hand in contact with an HDTM. In an embodiment, the visual response can comprise, for example, one or more of:

[0661] an action on a displayed object,

[0662] motion of a displayed object,

[0663] display of text and/or icons,

[0664] changes in text and/or icons,

[0665] changes in the state of the object in the CAD or drawing system software,

[0666] other outcomes.

[0667] This example is merely meant to be illustrative and is no way limiting and many other variations and alternatives are also possible, anticipated, and provided for by the invention.

[0668] In an example embodiment, when the user has selected the desired value, the symbol is then entered. In an example embodiment, the lack of appreciable motion (i.e., "zero or slow" rate of change) can serve as an "enter" event for the value. In another example embodiment, an action (such as a finger tap) can be made by an additional finger, plurality of fingers, and/or other part(s) of a hand. These examples are merely meant to be illustrative and is no way limiting and many other variations and alternatives are also possible, anticipated, and provided for by the invention.

[0669] The above described example sequence and/or other variations can be repeated sequentially, as shown in FIG. 39b.

[0670] Additionally, at least one particular symbol can be used as an "undo" or "re-try" operation. An example of this effect is depicted in FIG. 39c.

[0671] FIG. 40 depicts how the above described simple grammar can be used to control a CAD or drawing program. In this example, two and/or three fingers (left of the three fingers denoted "1", middle of the three fingers denoted "2", right of the three fingers denoted "3") could be employed, although many other variations are possible and this example is by no means limiting. In one approach, at least finger 2 is used to adjust operations and values, while finger 3 is used to enter the selected symbol or value. Alternatively, the lack of appreciable further motion of at least finger 2 can be used to enter the selected symbol or value. In FIG. 40, both finger 2 and finger 1 are used to adjust operations and values. Alternatively, the roles of the fingers in the above described examples can be exchanged. Alternatively, additional fingers or other parts of the hand (or two hands) can
be used add additions or substitutions. These examples are merely meant to be illustrative and is no way limiting and many other variations and alternatives are also possible, anticipated, and provided for by the invention.

[0672] As an example of ease of use, the aforedescribed grammar can be used to create a shape, modify the shape, position and/or (angularly) orient the shape, and apply a color (as depicted in FIG. 40), all for example in as little as a few seconds. In example embodiments of this type, the touch is mostly light and finger motions easy and gentle to execute.

[0673] As described earlier, the HDTDP and the present invention can support a wide range of grammars, including very sophisticated ones. Far more sophisticated grammars can therefore be applied to at least Computer Aided Design (CAD) or drawing software and systems, as well as other software and systems that can benefit from such capabilities.

[0674] In an embodiment, an HDTDP provides real-time control information to Computer Aided Design (CAD) or drawing software and systems. In an embodiment, an HDTDP provides real-time control information to Computer Aided Design (CAD) or drawing software and systems through a USB interface via HID protocol. In an embodiment, an HDTDP provides real-time control information to Computer Aided Design (CAD) or drawing software and systems through a HID USB interface abstraction.

Closing

[0675] The terms “certain embodiments”, “an embodiment”, “embodiment”, “embodiments”, “the embodiment”, “the embodiments”, “one or more embodiments”, “some embodiments”, and “one embodiment” mean one or more (but not all) embodiments unless expressly specified otherwise. The terms “including”, “comprising”, “having” and variations thereof mean “including but not limited to”, unless expressly specified otherwise. The enumerated listing of items does not imply that any or all of the items are mutually exclusive, unless expressly specified otherwise. The terms “a”, “an” and “the” mean “one or more”, unless expressly specified otherwise.

[0676] While the invention has been described in detail with reference to disclosed embodiments, various modifications within the scope of the invention will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in this technological field. It is to be appreciated that features described with respect to one embodiment typically can be applied to other embodiments.

[0677] The invention can be embodied in other specific forms without departing from the spirit or essential characteristics thereof. The present embodiments are therefore to be considered in all respects as illustrative and not restrictive, the scope of the invention being indicated by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing description, and all changes which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are therefore intended to be embraced therein.

[0678] Although exemplary embodiments have been provided in detail, various changes, substitutions and alterations could be made thereto without departing from spirit and scope of the disclosed subject matter as defined by the appended claims. Variations described for the embodiments may be realized in any combination desirable for each particular application. Thus particular limitations and embodiment enhancements described herein, which may have particular advantages to a particular application, need not be used for all applications. Also, not all limitations need be implemented in methods, systems, and apparatuses including one or more concepts described with relation to the provided embodiments. Therefore, the invention properly is to be construed with reference to the claims.
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What is claimed is:

1. A system implementing a spatial-gesture user interface, the system comprising:

   at least one processor for running at least one algorithm, the least one algorithm for receiving an input stream of spatial measurements made over an interval of time by at least one spatial user interface sensor, the algorithm further configured to recognize each of a sequence of individual gestures from the input stream of spatial measurements, and impose an interpretation on the sequence of gestures using at least a first grammatical rule, wherein the algorithm reports at least the interpretation as output information for controlling an aspect of a software application.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein prosody is used as an input into the first grammatical rule.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein context is determined at least in part from prosody.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein a context is determined at least in part from at least one gesture in the sequence of individual gestures.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein a context is determined at least in part from at least one earlier-provided gesture.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the first grammatical rule comprises a structured-meaning gesture-lexicon framework for interpreting the sequence of gestures.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein at least a second grammatical rule is used in the recognition of at least one of the gestures from the sequence of gestures.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the second grammatical rule comprises a structured-meaning gesture-lexicon framework for interpreting the sequence of gestures.

9. The system of claim 7, wherein prosody is used as an input into the second grammatical rule.

10. A system for controlling an application operating on a processor with a spatial-gesture user interface, the system comprising:

   a processor for receiving a gesture information measured by a spatial-gesture user interface and for executing an algorithm for recognizing gestures comprising a plurality of primitive gesture segments,
recognizing individual gestures from sequences of gestemes, and from this transforming the sequences of gestemes into a sequence of gestures, and
imposing an interpretation of the first specific gesture and second specific gesture based on at least a first grammatical rule,
wherein the algorithm transforms at least two of (a) the sequence of gestures, (b) the imposed interpretation, and (c) a provided context into a particular command for use in controlling a software application; and wherein the system transmits the particular command to the application.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein prosody is used as an input into the first grammatical rule.

12. The system of claim 1, wherein context is determined at least in part from prosody.

13. The system of claim 1, wherein a context is determined at least in part from at least one gesture in the sequence of individual gestures.

14. The system of claim 1, wherein a context is determined at least in part from at least one earlier-provided gesture.

15. The system of claim 1, wherein the first grammatical rule comprises a structured-meaning gesture-lexicon framework for interpreting the sequence of gestures.

16. The system of claim 1, wherein at least a second grammatical rule is used in the recognition of at least one of the first specific gestures and the second specific gesture from the sequence of gestures.

17. The system of claim 16, wherein the second grammatical rule comprises a structured-meaning gesture-lexicon framework for interpreting the sequence of gestures.

18. The system of claim 16, wherein prosody is used as an input into the second grammatical rule.

* * * * *